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ABSTRACT

The Mini-Mult:
Its Reevaluation
To A Profile

and Improvement As Related

Analysis Classification

System

by
Mark A. Skovron, Doctor of Philosophy
Major Professor:
Dr. Roland Bergeson
Department: Psychology
Over the first

half of the present

form of the Minnesota Multiphasic

1

Personality

with the standard MMPIin relation
These criterl~

study the Mini-Mult (MM), a brief

to eleven criteria

·were composed of the profile

Marks and .Seeman (lJ f.,)).
MM and 1-iMPIfailed

analysis

(MMPI), was compared
classifications.

classifications

Pearson product-moment correl.otions

to reach statistical

1

Inventory

of

between the

significance

for any of the eleven

a correction

factor

criteria.
As based on the information
and added to the MM•
1

gained,

Subsequently,

was devised

the second half of the study involved

a comparison between the HMPI and the revised M?\.

This revised test

was

termed the MM
cases did the correlation
2 • In only two of eleven criteria
between the MM and MMPIreach statistical
significance.
However, for
2
nine of the eleven criteria
the MI1 did obtain a higher positive correla2
tion with the MMPIthan did the MM
1•
Such results
in the right

indicate

direction

that the proposed correction

and deserving

Although the MM
2 as it presently
for the MMPI, continued research
factor

can yield

it a useful

factor

of continued itjvestigation.
stands cannot be validy

in the area of modifying its

clinical

is a step

substituted
correction

tool.
( 88 pages)

CHAPTERI
INTRODUCTION

Psychological

testing

has , and still

does, play a praninent

in the global concept of psychology as a science.
objective
jective

It is that particular

component of psychology which sets it against
"therapeutic"

disciplines

In the use of the objective
attempt to objectively
intellectual
ment will,

quantify

functioning,
hopefully,

delineating

particular

such as psychiatry
test,

psychological

This test

is making an

ability,

etc.

Such measure-

precision

as regards

them.

Personality

has proven itself

areas.

problems and the therapeutic

One of t he most widely used objective
the Minnesota Multiphasic

and related

and measure some danain of personality,

in a much greater

measures required to alleviate

sane more sub-

the psychologist

perceptual-motor

result

role

personality

Inventory

valuable

indices has been

(MMPI).

in a wide variety

of situations.

However, it is a long and often time-consuming instrW11ent which requires
extended concentration

and attention

on the part of clients

often un-

able to extend such effort.
The purpose ot the present

study is to investigate

improve on a short torm of the MMPI, this
Mult (1968).

brief

and hopefully

form called

th~ Mini-

2

CHAPTER
II
PROBI..Fl-1

Rationale
The reason prompting the construction
fonn of the MMPIis,
effort,

of a valtct and reliable

of course, mainly economical as related

and available

personnel.

In clinical

situations,

short

to time,

a patient

is

often unable or will refuse to complete the long form of the MMPI. However, the same patient
addition,
evaluation

one often finds oneself
of one or several

could accelerate
tion.

might answer a shorter

in a situation

individuals,

the gathering

series

of items.

requiring

In

a rapid

and a short form of the MMFI

of data for interpretation

and communica-

Also, in the area of research many programs might include a

standardly
variables

administered

inventory

if the time and motivation

involved in such a procedure could be minimized.

In many hospital
tributes

personality

significantly

settings

especially,

where testing

to the decision making process,

form of the MMPIwould certainly

generally

con-

a valid short

prove beneficial.

Purpose
The Mini-Mult is the short form of the MMPIto be used in the
present study.
validated

Although the instrument

by Kincannon against

several

has been constructed
criteria,

(Skovron, 1969) found it to be lacking in validity
standard MMPIwhen being used to predict

and

the present author
as compared to the

the complex code type configura-

tions of Marks and Seeman.
Several critics

of the short form have based their

on the fact tha~ the short form, though it may predict

evaluations
several

criteria

nearly as well as the long, suffers
and clinical

decisions

Such criticisms

study (1969).
corrective
possibly

classification

error rate

emanating from them far exceeds in practice

it would have been as estimated
reported.

because its

by the short-to-long

were upheld as related

However, that study also indicated

adjustments,

what

form correlations
to the MMby Skovron's
that,

with certain

the MMcould be improved upon and its validity

increased.

The purposes of the present study,
The first

then, are twofold in nature.

is to compare again the Mini-Mult with the standard MMPI

form in relation

to the latter's

classification

according to 11 Marks and

Seeman code types.
Secondly, as based upon the data obtained from the author's
study, and that accumulated over the first
corrective

half of the present

adjustments will be derived related

1969
study,

to the MM's basic

weaknesses.
These adjustments will be applied to the Mini-Mult, and another test
of the comparability

of the MMto the standard MMPI(again using the Marks

and Seeman criteria)

will be conducted.

such corrective

adjustments,

the point of its

It is anticipated

the validity

that,

following

of the MMwill be improved to

being useful as a meaningful replacement for the MMPI

when the situation

warrants.

Five of the original

Marks and Seeman code types have been eliminated

due to the fact that each of them utilizes
volving the "Mf" and 11Si 11 scales.
cussed, are not present

two or more profile

These scales,

rules in-

for reasons to be dis-

on the Mini-Mult and thus codes involving

them

could not be used.
The Hypotheses
For purposes of clarity
the present

in stating

the experimental

hypothesis

study, the standard MM(to be used in the first

of

half of the

4
study) will be tenned MM•
1
The revised MM(to be used the second half of the study) will be
tenned MM•
2
The purposes of the present

study can then be expressed in tenns of

the following null hypothesis:
H:
0

There will be no significant

difference

between the correlation

coefficients

of the MM and MM with the standard MMPIwhen using eleven
1
2
separate Marks and Seeman code type classifications
(Appendix A) as

criteria.
Several pertinent
discussing

areas require

exploration

the main body of the present

and summary prior

investigation.

to

5
CHA..
n-rER III

LITERATURE
REVIEW
A.

The Shor1 Fom

The develOIJ!lent of short test
attempts of the military
measure intellectual

to develop rapid screening devices with which to

abilit i es and to determine the competence of an in-

dividu :·l to perform certain
effects

forms received its major impetus from

tasks,

perhaps after

experiencing

the immediate

of a combat situation.

From these beginnings,
clinical

field,

and ability

short f r om construction

infiltrated

the

but throughout has been concerned mainly with intelligence

testing,

as opposed to personality

testing.

The obvious

reason for this trend is the tremendous complexity involved with measuring
personality

and filtering

out th6 relevant

development and variability.
involves similar

factors

contributing

Though .the measurement of intelligence

problems, the great influence

of the Standford-Binet

and Wechsler Scales on the measurement and definition
ins µired investigators

to develop varieties

measurement techniques.
personality

inclusive

of personality

positions

an idiographic
taining

Thus, the first

of intelligence

has

of short form intelligence
step in developing a short form

measure seems to be the consideration

the definition

to its

of problems concerning

and its measurement.

The widest and most

concerning this area revolve around those proposing

approach to human functioning

as opposed to those main-

a nomothetic one.

For sane time there has been a controversy
general traits

of personality

exist.

over whether or not

Those who have espoused the

nomothetic view are mainly concerned with the developnent of general laws
applicable

to the general population while the idiographic

view is directed

6

towards a personalized

Basically,

as a law unto himself.

each individual
approaches,

approach.

characteristics

to that used by novelists
behavior of one person.

traits

or habits.

frequently

such correlations

the inner workings and

to the nomothetic approach

specific

situations;

characteristics

that before finding general

it is necessary to find correlations
Yet, everyday experience

suggests that

are very low or absent completely.

ample. it makes sense to deal with a general trait
if there are positive

correlations

to touch

of measurable traits.

trend believe

of personality,

fail

approach is similar

the important personality

Those ._.f the idiographic

among specific

The idiographic

This is in contrast

of all people in terms of pr,Jfiles

or factors

to factor-analytic

there are no general factors

who explore in detail

which attempts to represent

point of view sees

or those which do exist

on the real basis of the individual.

traits

In relation

this would mean that either

among personality

the latter

among tendencies

but there are so many instances

are submissive at . work but dominant with their

For ex-

of sut:.nissiveness

only

to be submissive in
or individuals

who

wives or vice versa.

sub-

missive with men but not with women. and so on.
For the nomotheticist

traits,

of correlated
cesses fail

he must point out a general

factor and find it evidenced in tl1e correlations

personality
specific

to be successful.

or if he has no hypotheses,
traits

in his factor-analytic

to occur, the nometheticist

idiographist

is correct.

That is,

he must find such clusters
explorations.

must eventually

personality

among more

traits

If such sucadmit that the

are distributed

the population

in such a manner that the only approach to understanding

the individual

is by tracing

sonality.
specific

Each individual
traits;

the developmental antecedents
must be considered

there are no general traits

over

or his per-

an uniq~e configuration
of dominance, introversion,

or

7
etc.

If this were true,

graphy discourages
of particular

the search for general

laws and encourages the description

of this dichotomy to the measurement of personality

is the philosophy

is not entirely

correct;

behind such measures:

the idiographic

there are some general traits

To accept a completely idiographic
thetic

since idio-

phenomena.

The relevance
traits

psychology as a science would suffer

tion of bwnan personalities

of human personality.

view in advance of testing

viewpoint would be to postulate

that chaos prevails

in that no general

approach

the nomo-

in the descrip-

laws of human behavior

exist.
The development of short test
two schools of thought.
that individuals

mitting
sistently

operating

these traits

fonns is particularly

A shortened

form of test

can be defined according to a limited

traits,

and that the number of items which measures

dichotany,

in saying that one can use a personality

device within an idiographic

all the better.

use-

For example, there is no reason to assume that

to ignore other historical

and observational

about an individual

one could argue that not only is the MM!'Ivaluable

idiographist,

but a short fonn MMPIwould be even more valuable

it would allow the examiner greater

And
to the

in that

time to explore other variables

deems important for a thorough description
Consequently, a variety

we need

data concerning him.

subsequently,

picture

person-

maintain its discriminative

because we employanMMPI to gather infonnation

overall

there

measuring

framework, and if that particular

device can be shortened and still

a better

set of con-

can be lessened.

is no contradition

fulness,

to these

is nomothetic by ad-

Yet, if one puts aside the idiographic-nomothetic

ality

relevant

of short test

of the individual's

he

of the individual.
forms would give the examiner
present

functioning

than the

8

administration

of a restricted

range of longer forms.

have a greater

time to explore developmental and corrective

Above and beyond these considerations,
and practical
oriented.

applications,

frequently

whether one is idiographicall.y

hamper administration

these cases, the short form can be a valuable
only available,

standardized

method.

are given as the primary motivating

valid

short

In relation

i 1,telll~e

or na11otheticall.y
and the motiva-

of long test

ally,

forms.

In

and sometimes one"s

Heavy case loads and time limita-

tions

forms of

procedures.

the short form has pragmatic

For exampl~, the time and manpower of testers

tion of patients

results

One would then

factors

behind a search for
ta.3 t..,.

11.-::
e anj persona lHy

to r1:1:·,~archwith short fom measures

have varied depending on the test

or intelligence,

used, the group tested,

and

other factors.
The brief
by omitting

25 per cent.

studies

In contrast,

the brief

with a time saving of
forms of the Wechsler

Scale for Children (~ISC) have been established

arising

from arbitrary

selections

depends upon the number of subtests

(1937)

by Terman and Merrill

two of the six items at each age level,

approximately
Int~lligence

fonn of the Binet was detennined

of subtests.

by

independent

The time involved

used, but can result

in a time saving

of 50 per cent or more.
A brief WISChas been defined by Schwartz and Levitt
in which six or fewer subtests

are used to calculate

(1960) as one

the full IQ.

This

follows the rule that time saved when fewer than five of the eleven subtests

are omitted does not seem sufficient

to justify

the violation

of the

WISC standard administration.
Current studies
various

of brief ~ISC's emphasize the correlation

combinations of subtests

with the total

of the

number of subtests.

The

9

best brief WISC's are considered to be those which correlate
the full IQ.

This approach seems to be a carry over frOill the Binet,

where the omission of items in the brief
lesser

discriminative

the potential
on their
tests

value in predicting

value of serial

statistical

form is based purely on their
the total

score.

By selecting

subtesting.

It ignores

subtests

purely

"weight" in determining the full scale IQ, other sub-

which might provide valuable information

to certain

best with

intellectural

tasks may be omitted.

merely a ver:y small increase

about the child's

approach

When the net result

is

in accuracy of measurement, the approach must

be questioned.
Actually,
particular

brief forms are of most value when chosen to suit a

purpose.

the brief WISCoffers

While mnphasis is placed on the overall
additional

specific

give a rapid measure of school skills
problem-solving,
(Picture

advactages.

(Information,

(Comprehension, Similarities),

Completion, Block Design, Coding).

For exB.I1Jple,it can
Arithmetic)

Current studies

Selecting

a brief form which

combinations,
children.
of subtests,

of brief forms can be considered under two headings.

using specific

populations,

usually consisting

of from 2 to 6 combinations.

froms (Herring,

served as the

1952). However, a crucial

change from this random approach followed McNemar's (1950) insistence
the determination

of brief

forms

school

ot all possible combinations

The published brief forms of the wechsler-Bellevue
WISCbrief

selected

such as mentally retarded

The other involves the calculation

model tor initial

of course,

of the child.

or thorough checking of one or more previously

One consists

verbal

or visual motor problems

giv~s some estimate of both verbal and performance skills,
gives a more rounded picture

IQ estimate,

by

utilizing

Wechsler•s original

on

standardi-

10
zation samples.

Pointing out that "valid validities"

achieved by using test

results

could never be

frOUJ.deviant populations,

fonuulas allowing for rapid calculation

McNemarpublished

of best combinations.

These

fonuulas allowed Wechsler•s standardization

samples to be used as

reference

between brief forms and the

groups for computing correlations

full scale.

(The intercorrelations

among the subtests

were employed for this purpose.)

Using this formula with the Wechsler-

Bellevue, McNemardemonstrated that the resulting
for the standardization
originally

reported

group.

given in the manual

Actually,

coefficients

were high

they proved to be higher than

(Howard, 1958).

In 1959, Bridges used this approach to calculate
computing the validity

nomographs for

of WISCbrief forms.

Also, in 1959, Geuting used the same formulas to compute results
combinations of three and four subtests

for all possible

of the WISC,

for ages 7!, 10!, and 13!, the ages for which correlation

calculated

data

is available.

Later, Howard (undated) expanded this approach by combining

every possible

pair,

trio,

quartet,

and quintet

of subtests.

assuming that short or brief fonns are most likely
not representative

of the general population,

fonns as applied to two small atypical
the cross-validation;

Three other studies
samples.

four and five subtests
disturbed
Levitt

children

samples.

Accuracy seemed high in
were found to be very

sample.

used all combinations,

Enburg, et. al.

to be used for children

he studied the best brief

the errors of prediction

to those of the standardization

similar

Then,

but employed atypical

(1961) reported all combinatione ot three,

using a large sample of sus~ected emotionally

seen at a child guidance clinic.

(1960) reported all possible

Schwartz and

combinations of two to six subtests

11
using a sample of mentally retarded school children,
were Negro.

two-thirds

of whom

Osborne and Allen (1962) reported all possible triads

for a

large sample or retarded school children.
Other studies or brief forms of the WISCconsist of a few, often
arbitrarily

selected,

combinations which have been applied to various

groups, including normal school children
dated), physically

disabled

(Gainer, 1962: Guyol et. al.,

un-

(Wight and Sandry, 1962), emotionally disturbed

(Nickols and Nickols, 1963; Simpson and Bridges, 1959; Yalowitz and Armstrong, 1955), and, most often, mentally retarded children in schools or
in institutions
etc.)

(Carlton

.:i.r 1d

Stacey, 19..54; Finley and Thompson, 19.58,

These studies are relevant

in that by referring

gist is able to consider the c1.dequacyof a specific
tests

to them psycholo-

combination of sub-

for various subpopulations.
A potentially

Ross (1959).

important criticism

of brief testing

The method or test selection

involves a comparison of the

prorated score based on the combination of subtests
tesc score.
utilizing

the full test administered

Sosulski (1961) administered
school children.

in standard order.

The first

Noting this,

the WISCto two groups of mentally retarded
group was administered a brief form (Informa-

and the WISCthen completed.

Block Design, Coding)

T'ne second group was given a

standard WISC. For the two groups, correlations

of the brief rorm with

test were identical.

Criticizing
testing,

is by

In other words,

not a brief test.

tion, Picture Arrangement, Picture Canpletion,

the total

chosen with the total

However, the method of gathering this material

each child has been given a standard test,

first,

was advanced by

the earlier,

Ross (1959) further

somewhat haphazard approach to briet
suggested that the most valid briet test

12
the complete verbal scale of

would be that most thoroughly evaluated:
the WISC. Certainly
approach.
better);

in a school setting

The correlation
the relationship

there is much to recanmend this

(.89 or

with the full scale is acceptable
to school success closely parallels

with the Binet; and the total

administration

findings

time is relatively

short and

predictable.
There are at present so many combinations reported in the literature
that no one specific

brief-form

can be considered in preference

Simpson and Bridges (1959) discovered a correlation

other.
WISCfull

of .87 between

scale I Q's and short form IQ's based on the vocabulary and block

design tests.

Wight and 3andry (1962), using the same subtests,

a correlation

of .91 with full scale I Q1 s.

using short form combinations of three,
correlations
up to

to any

obtained

Enburg, Rowley, and Stone (1961),

four, and five subtests,

with full scale IQ's ranging as high as .96.

found

Correlations

.94 were found by Schwartz and Levitt (196J) with short forms com-

posed of all possible

combinations of subtests.

(1935) fowid correlations

Yalowitz and Armstrong

much lower than these -- from .55 to .61 --

using combinations of four and five subtests.
One rule of thumb has been advanced by Schwartz and Levitt (1960).
They note that a correlation
scale would result

of .90 between the brief

form and full

in an estimated error of 8.6 scale score units.

other words, the IQ calculated

from the brief test would be no more than

9 IQ points above or below the "true" (full scale) IQ in two-thirds
the cases.

(This is similar

tween the test and retest

to the reliability

with the Binet.)

the lower .90's should be a reasonable
prediction.

In

coefficient

of

of .91 be-

Therefore a correlation

in

baseline of allowable error in

lJ
Reviewing the studies of brief tests,
made. First,

the most reliable

several generalizations

estimates

of intelligence

occur in the middle age range (lot years).

cient of reliability

from brief tests

This is to be expected, since

the WISCis generally most stable at this point.
fewer than four subtests

in a brief fonn results

Second, the use of
in a fairly

low coeffi-

(.70 to .90), and the size of the resulting

measurement must be considered carefully

can be

error of

before such brief combinations

are employed.
Perhaps the most meaningful criticism
eliminative

procedures is that it results

formation regarding the child's
examiner must seriously

functioning

of the brief WISCwith its
in the loss of important inin various areas.

consider the significance

Each

of this loss as against

the time to be saved by brief testing.
In addition,
leading.

Mumpower(1964) points out that statistics

He considers the fact that witn a correlation

can be mis-

as high as .90

only 81 per cent of the variance of short fonn IQ is attributable
full scale IQ, leaving 19 per cent, or nearly one-fifth
unaccountad for.

to the

of the variance,

This leads one beyond the bare fact of a .90 correlation

and to the question of the pr ,_.:ximity of the relationship

between the full

scale IQ and the short form IQ. Thus, Mumpowerfeels that statistics
must be supplemented with actual usage; if a hypothesis
the theoretical

test of statistics

usage, its verification
Mumpowerpresents

and the practical

can survive both

test of on-the-job

is hardly questionable.
a study in which the hypothesis is that a short form

of the WISCcan give results

valid enough to substitute

of confidence for the whole test.

with a high degree

He found that two distributions

of I<J.'s,

one based on the full scale and the other on the block design and vocabu-
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lary,

yielded

practical

a correlation

test

of

.95. In addition to this,

of the usability

of the short form was devised in which

form IQ1 s were used to classify

short

intellectual
tarded,

functioning

etc.).

(e.g.,

according to level of
re-

based on vocabulary and block design
based on these IQ's examined,

of classifications

it was found that · 22 per cent were not the same.
estimate

custodial

of WISCIQ's were examined, one being the full

Fifty pairs

When the pairs

individuals

normal, educable retarded,

scale IQ and the other an estimate
subtests.

however, a

For these persons,

an

of IQ, based on the short form, would have led to the wrong

classification

in more than one-fifth

These results
personality

tests

are particularly
in a clinical

in terms of diagnostic
the particular

labels

of the cases.
pertinent

setting,

to the valid

where clinical

lead to different

use of

classifications

therapeutic

actions.

In

study with which this paper is concerned, MMFIcode types

serve as classificatory
ated with a particular

titles

and each code type is respectively

diagnostic

label.

associamong

Thus, though correlations

ind ;_vidual scales of the short and long forms of the MMPIhave proven to
be fairly

high (Kincannon, 1968), this is no guarantee,

telligence

classifications

paired

clasifications,

high.

Yet, it

in Mumpower's study,

is in the area of clinical

as to its

strength

could lead to the situation
be classified
likewise,
individual

that correlations

between

based on the long and short forms, will also be
classification

most often used, and thus it seems appropriate
be tested

as seen with in-

in this area.

that the MM
r I is

that the short form should

Inaccuracies

in classification

in which a person of average intelligence

by the short form of the 'rlISC as being mentally

where a short form of the MMPIwould classify
as being psychotic.

Following this,

retarded,

criight
and

a normally adjusted

there would be inappropriate
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recommendations and other misclassifications,
unfortunate

which verry often would prove

to the individual.

Mumpoweremployed a supplementarry study using short form IQ's based
on the 3ender-Gestalt
similar

results,

fourth,

of the cases.

and Full Range Picture

with classification

errors

Vocabularry.

It yielded

in 24 per cent,

or nearly one-

Mumpowerconcludes by saying that in any IQ there is a probability
error.

What is especially

pertinent

there is usually an increase
studies

this error

in using the short form IQ is that

in this probability

of error.

In his

rose to one in four or five cases.

Similar conclusions
errors

of

must be considered

as related

to classification

based on a short form of the MMPI. Questions raised are:

point does the error variance
Howmany psychologists
in one out of three,

become more than one can accept or tolerate?

will accept a procedure that is likely
four, or five cases?

the loss of validity?

At what

.
Does time

These are some of the questions

to be wrong

saved compensate for
which the present

study will attempt to answer.
Levy (1968) presents

a methodological

mainly with the Wechsler tests.

review of short forms dealing

He concludes that the search for optimium

short forms are based on a number of doubtful,
(a) that subtests
to administer
will

and score;

(b) that subtests

(c) that an independently

behave like the short form embedded in the full

shortening
.a test

are equally reliable;

if not untenable assumptions:

a test

necessarily

necessarily

reduces reliability;

reduces validity.

Ries, 1965; Watson, 1966).

take equal time

administered
scale;

short form

(d) that

and (e) that shortening

(Holmes, Armstrong, Johnson, and
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Levy suggests

that only a limited

range of alternatives

For example,

forms as time saving devices have been investigated.
there is little
those studies

exploring

possible
of

(1967) found a correlation
Hatrices;

Progressive

between short-fonn

cross-reference

replacements

.3J

"sophisticated

and

for the same test.

Benson (1963) showed a correlation
scale.

Trier

Shaw

scale and Ravens
of .86 between
(19.58) found a

of .85 between WAISand Rorschach protocols

correlation

scored for

words" by use of the Thorndike-Lorge word count.

Such

values may prove to be comparable with those for conventional

predictive

short fonns when the sp~rious validities
Other possible
and scoring,

time-saving

of the latter

testing

are corrected.

approaches are those of automated testing

the employment of specialist

of sequential
Pedrini,

Wechsler tests

between Wechsler full

vocabulary and WAISfull

Stanford-Binet

to short

strategies.

testers

(Birch,

and scorers,

195.5; Taylor,

and the use

19.59; Wells and

1967).

Hunt, Klebanoff, Mensh, and Williams (1964) designed a study to test
the validity,

upon a large experimental

used intelligence
In selecting
previous

scales,

their

five scales,

previously

The following tests

lary,

and similarities

and civilian

and their

were selected:

subtests

general promise for clinical
(1) the comprehension, vocabu-

span subtests

(4) the Kent, 10-item,

ated 15-item vocabulary test
Binet, 1937 revision.

the size of the validity

scale;

(2) the cv111-

(CA) of the Wechsler-Bellevue

arrangement and digit

Wechsler-Bellevue;

practice,

(CVS) of the Wechsler-Bellevue

prehension and arithmetic
(J) the picture

they kept in mind the extent of their

reported,

use.

of five previously

and to devise some new ones for future use.

usage in military

coefficients

population,

scale;

(PA-DS) or the

revised EGY; and (.5) an abbrevi-

drawn fror.1 the vocabulary list

on the Stanford-
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The main criteria
Form III,

used were the General Classification

and a short fonn of the Wechsler-Bellevue

five subtests

Of the five abbreviated

batteries

agreement with the criteria,

correlating

.50 with the Wechsler-

only

.58 ·with the GCT.

correlation

correlation

with GCT, .80.

at .66.

with the Wechsler was far,

All the Wechsler-Bellevue
both criteria

of

used, the Kent showed the least

The vocabulary test yielded the highest
Its

consisting

.96 with the full scale.

and correlating

Bellevue and

scale,

Test (GCT),

abbreviations

showed good agreement with

(frcm .91 to .70), except for a relatively

poor correlation

between the PA-DS s.cales and GCT( • 52) •
The most promising of these scales

seems to be the CVS. It agrees

.87 with the Wechsler-Bellevue criterion
designed for diagnostic

potentiality

and .86 with the GCT. It has been

since it

vocabulary score, which is relatively

offers

insensitive

scores for comprehension and similarities,

a comparison between

to psychopathology,

and

both of which are sensitive

to

pys~hopathology.
The results
abbreviated
failed
utility,
fonn.

of the study as a whole bear out the previous promises of

scales as adequate measures of intelligence.

to compare the tests

to their

and as Mumpowerhas shown, this
Though they may correlate

they may not be suitable
from which functional
in terms of personality
clinical

as related

classifications.

tests

practical

highly as related

to scores,

of intellectual

The same considerations
and their

classificatory

is often the fallacy

to the prediction

emanate.

Yet, the authors

ability

of the short
or total

IQ's,

classifications
must be evaluated

to validly

predict

practical,
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Kramer and Francis (1965) report on errors

in intelligence

tion with short torms of the Wechsler Adult Intelligence
that in many cases such short forms may give seriously
In their

study, 41 psychiatric

patients

short form of the WAIS(arithmetic,

and digit

span), and results

tion,

similarities,

Scale, showing
inaccurate

results.

of various diagnosis were given

Doppelt's

correlated.~

were also estimated by prorating

estima-

vocabulary,

block design,

with the full scale.

a sum of sub-scale

and block design (ISB).

IQ's

scores using informa-

This triad

.89

correlated

with the full scale score.
Classification

was next done according to the categories

Wechsler (1955): mental defective,
very superior.
estimates

The misclassifications

were in marked contrast

Doppelt misclassified
eight by two.

borderline,
resulting

defined by

dull normal, superior,

and

from the short form

to the high correlations

obtained.

The

56 per cent; 15 cases were off by one category and

The ISB misclassified

71 per cent; 18 were off .by one

10 by .two, and one by three.

category,

Thus, one is again faced with the need to guard against the fallacy
of the short form; that is, its ability

to yield high total

score correla-

tions while at the same time being unable to give comparable classifications fran which appropriate

clinical

decisions

emanate.

As McNemar(1950) has pointed out, the usefulness
intelligence

scales depends upon the accuracy with which total

can be estimated and the ability
clinical

of all abbreviated

classifications.

of the short form to result

IQ scores
1n accurate .

This involves taking into conaideration

the

error of estimate in IQ points of the test combinations employed as well
as the standard deviation

of the full scale IQ.

examiner can have in any abbreviated

The confidence which an

scale will then depend on the leeway

which he will allow himself for the anticipatable

error of prediction.
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More important,
intel

ho~Jver , as regards

igence scale,

employment of a shortened

is the u~e to whict t he examiner inten ds to put his

Fur example, if he merely wants an I ~ for screening

resu ts.
a triad

egitimate

coinbination

of s ubt e11ts may s uf fice.

McNemar would not recommend :ihort scale s.
intelligence

purposes,

For anything beyond that,
His point of view is that an

sh 0~lu anJ can ~ive lhe examiner much more than an I C.

test

A meanin gful intellige

nce exun1inatiun evaluates

as well as over all car,acity,

stre nl!,ths

his

of how th ese contri l>J.ld to L's global

ciilil

an individual's
weaknesses,

special

and an indiction

funct ion ing.

For these very re asons, however, a short form of a personality
ventory such as the }J-fPI seems j ustified.

By constructing

form of the HH?I, one could obt ain the necessary
tion a ong with certain
associated

descri?tive

behavioral

with each classification.

allowed greater

evaluation.

apply both actu arial

diagn osis or classificacharacteristics

projective

and projective,

of short te8ts

tests,

Rating (BSR) and the other the 3-ident
In relation
personality

view that such ratings
ated content areas.
intelligence,
areas,

of personality,
Borgatta

much less

Self-

form.
that ·for a test

consistency

of

within five differenti-

The five areas are assertivemess,
and responsibility.

the examinee is presented

techniques.

gs, the accumulated evidence supports the

have internal

emotionality,

to

(1964) has

one being the Behavioral

to the former, Borgatta states

based on self-ratin

methods

opportunity

nomothetic and idiographic

has been done than in the area of intelligence.
formulated two short personality

usually

and more discrete

Thus, one would have greater

As regards th e construction

a valid short

At the same time, one would be

time to apply certain

of personality

in-

with two, three,

he has to rate himself and the ratings

likeau111ty,

Within each of these
or four items on which

within each domain are added.
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Borgatta•s

evidence arises

small group research
was indicated

in a series

of social

interaction

through prediction

trait-multi-method

of replicated

studies

ranging from

to general surveys.

Validity

peer assessments

in a multi-

of parallel

matrix approach.

The use of the BSR form is proposed only for situations
very short test of personality
to provide additional

can be useful.

falsification

must be considered,

the respondents•

It can also be effectively

scores in more extensive

Of course, as with all self-rating

in which a

personality

techniques,

testing.
of

the possibility

but Borgatta cites

evidence supporting

usual honesty when rating themselves.

Weider (1964) devised the Cornell Index for rapid psychiatric
psychosomatic evaluation
situations.

and

of large numbers of persons in a variety

The index consists

of a series

of questions

of

referring

to

neuropsychiat r ic and psychosomatic symµtoms which would serve as a
standardized

psychiatric

history

in additiou,

would statistically

and a guide to the interview,
differentiate

and psychosomatic disturbances

was impractical.

only, consists
differentiating
(e.g.,

of 101 items.

food?)

rather

than a substitute,

This questionnaire,
The questions

standardized

fall

sleep walker?)

those

disturbances

and often extreme (e.g.,

They must be answered either

The authors of the index report
states,

for males

~o you usually have trouble

are undisguised

ing the presence or anxiety

unless the

get you down?) and those concerned with

bodily symptoms (e.g.,

The questions

personal

It was de-

into two groups:

sharply between persons with personality

Does worrying continually

significant

persons with serious

from the rest of the population.

vised as an adjunct to the interview,
interview

and which,

in digesting
Are you a

"yes" or "no".

that it has been effective
hypochonriasis,

asocial

in show-

trends,
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convulsive disorders,
line clinical
Bernreuter

migraine headache, asthma, peptic ulcers,

syndromes.

It is to be noted that this inventory,

unlike the

(19J5), the MMPI(Hathaway and McKinley, 1943), and others,

not provide separate

scoring scales

traits

or disorders.

assist

in distinguishing

and norms for specific

Scores for the entire

inventory

between those having serious

psychosomatic difficulties
inventory

and border-

and those not having them.

is to be followed by an interview

after

~0es

personality

are intended only to
personality

or

The scoring of the

which the diagnosis

may

be made.
The 101 questions
from "defects

have been classified

in adjustment expressed as feelings

to "gastrointestinal

of this index in identifying

great enough to warrant its

screened.
is still

ranging

of fear and inadequacy"

psychosomatic symptoms".

The efficiency

pecially

under 10 categories

in situations

poor personality
I

use for the purpose stated

by its authors,

where such pressure

does not exist,

the index

useful as a basis for and guide to subsequent interviews
As with many short personality

veloped as a result

es-

where large numbers of persons must be rapidly

In situations

psychotherapy.

risks is

of wartime pressures,

tests,

and gives,

and to

the Cornell was deat some levels,

per-

'

centages of false

positives

that the brief psychiatric
not optimally

and negatives.
screening

prepared for their

Several other short tests

relevant

interviews

conducted; and the psychiatric

were inadequately

utility

It is now widely recognized

interviewers,

of personality

have been developed,
subjects

Some examples are the Bernreuter

which has shown a split-half

reliability

in many instances,

task.

depending on the purposes of testing,
variables.

during World War II were

of

their

used, anu other
Personality

Inventory

.78 to .92 and has been validated
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against

other inventories,

intercorrel&tions

differentiations

between part scores.

(Naslow, 1945), with retest

Inventory

based on other inventories,
systematic

analysis

of extreme groups, and low
Another is the Security-Insecurity
of .85 and its validity

reliability

self-estimates

of subjects,

known groups,

of syndromes, and security-insecurity

observations.

Thus, one is able to get an overview of the part short test
played in clinical
II.

psychology from their

It is no doubt that they have their

their

usefulness

the usefulness

in a great variety
of short

of situations.

havioral

and his ability

research

construction

of short test

to date is as follows.

and their
be-

validity

forms as based on pub-

It is said that the main purpose

fonn is to save time while retaining

mum (internal)

maximumvalidity.

may be achieved by retaining

the original

Maxifull

Maximumtime may be saved by not giving the test at all.

scale test.

These extremes depict
specifications

the range of permissible

of the problem.

Administration

solutions

under the present

time has received

little

and there appear to be no rules about what level of short form-

long form correlation
may be sacrificed,

or cost function
saved.

of their

of the ex-

observations.

of a short

attention

As with all tests,

to combine them with other insightful

A most fundamental criticism
lished

but they also have

forms depends in the end on the ability

aminer to understand the principles
limitations,

during World War

basic inception
limitations,

forms have

is acceptable.

In order to judge how much validity

an equation must be determined which defines a utility,
for the relationship

However, no amount of statistical

can develop such an equation.

between validity
data,

lost and time

no matter how sophisticated,

2J
A practice

has developed which suggests that about half the testing

time must be saved.

However, the justification

with the decision-theoretic
present

concept of utility.

study investigates

cent of the testing
A further

would result

The 17-item MMPIwhich the

in a savings of sixty to eighty per

time, and such a savings is certainly

implication

this decision.

deemed significant.

is that the nature of the decision which is to

be made on the basis of the test
identify

for this must again reside

scores must be identified.

The present

Few reports

study is based on the ability

of the

short MMPIform to yield the same types of Marks and Seeman (196)) diagnostic

as the standard MMPIform.

classifications

Thus, not only does the present
form correlations,

but specifies

study investigate

a significant

short form-long

degree of time-to-be-saved

using the short form as well as the nature of the decisions
the criterion

to be used as

.

The point is that the present
vidual clinician

investigation

should allow the indi-

to judge for himself whether the time saved using the

MinL-Mult is worth the validity

sacrificed

as based on his particular

needs.
B.

The~~

Related Topics

Research leading to the publication

of the MMPIwas initiated

in 1939

by Hathaway and McKinley, the impetus coming in large part out of practical
need.

No available

in a routine

personality

adult psychiatric

From its start,
personality

inventory had much value for application
setting.

an attempt was made to overcome the known defects

inventories

in the construction

of the MMPI. First,

items

were chosen to be intelligible

at low reading ability

items were stated

person in an attempt to produce more self-

in the first

levels.

of

Secondly,
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reference

in the examinee.

Thirdly,

all scoring was dependent on simple

item weights of zero or one, and little
the complete profile.

Fourthly,

skill

was required

items were deliberately

going far beyond clear face validity.

Fifth,

to find or state

was associated

Sixth,

to check further

called

upon the subof

the

"F" was provided.

composed of items having very infrequent

among the nonnaliza.ng sample of subjects.

there

implication

and to provi l•i a measure of the strength

tendency to be overly candid, a special scale
This was arbitrarily

with bad things,

items for which an undesirable

with false re~r ·onse.

ject• s reading ability

varied in content,

in hope or breaking the

monotony of true responses always being associated
was an effort

in producing

endorsement

Seventh, for measures of too

strong a tendency to say good things,

the "L" scale was introduced.

items express desirable

but the candid subject usually can-

not endorse them.

social

facts,

The

Eighth, normative data were obtained from ordinary

middle-aged persons more like those who might be tested

in the practical

situations

of clinical

work than the nonnative samples that most inventories

had used.

And, ninth,

all items were validated

frequency differences

paranoia,

tenns.

The variables

by internationally

hypomania, and other routinely

estimated

clinical

of items selected

among a large and heterogenous pool.

Scale selection

actual

between clinical

response frequency differences
As a result

were discovered.
scales

of this empirical

An additional

depression,
cases.

empirical!y

from

was based upon the

item selection,

criterion

and normal

many subtle items

outcane of the method was that resultant

appeared more heterogenous in item content.

scale three,

known and used

were tied to schizophrenia,

MMPIscales were made up entirely

groups.

to empirical

between the general nonnal group and various clinically

defined deviant groups characterized
categorical

by reference

derived from criterion

An example would be

cases or conversion hysteria.

Opposed
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to current
scale,

psychometric theory which required

there are at least

the existence
weakness.

two strong factors

internal

consistency

in scale three.

in a

One enumicates

symptoms, and the other the denial of mental

of physical

These contrasting

factors

combine to produce the higher scores

of the scale.
The MMPIwas originally
psychiatric
the severity

case work-up of adult patients
of the conditions.

to serve as an objective

Hathaway (1965) states

over time.

the MMPIhas attained

ness of our classification

the inventory was expected

of psycho~herapeutic

of conditions

the contradictory

definitions

judged to be representative

only moderate success.

of personality

Yet,

and the tenuousApproximately

adults will produce profiles

of the type and severity

Little

and other

For all these tasks,

of their

Supposedly nonnal persons will also show such profiles

disturbance.

in 10 per cent to

work has been done to explain these false

yet Hathaway (1965) comments that many of them would be con-

positives,
sidered

effect

system, it has done rather well.

60 per cent to 70 per cent of disturbed

20 .)er cent of the cases.

aid in the common

and as a method for determining

In addition,

estimate

changes in the severity

considering

intended as an objective

rather maladjusted

He feels
detennined

if they were examined in a clinical

that there is probably some factor allied
independence that prevents

setting.

to self-dependence

or

the symptoms endorsed by this group

from causing as much handicap as is observed among persons who admit to
needing professional

help.

to meeting the requirements
The popularity
unique empirical
test.

The measure on the MMPIwhich has come nearest
of this

"control"

variable

is the "K" scale.

of the MMPIappears to be based not only upon its

standardization,

It contains provisions

but also on the general structure

for soma control

over undesirable

of the

response
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patterns,

detection

of invalid

use of simple language,
the general

records such as those from nonreaders,

the simplicity

familiarity

clinical

of the profile

be widely used in many applications
in that the variables

beginnings,

mental illness

are also,

nonnal individuals,

of administration

and these variables

important

case histories

having similar

code designations,
histories

profiles

deviant

validating

The code type classifications
than those earlier
a stern

This

with collections

of

and described.
shape.

and look up the case

the same code types.

used in this manner are generally

Meehl, thus providing

pre-

scores are combined under certain

is the method Elllployed by Marks and Seeman (196;),

and discreet

of

intensity

extended validity.

one can take an obtained profile

ing used as the principal

of

a class number for each profile

of other persons who received

of case histories

original

in the evaluation

of persons who have been studied

Coding is a number system providing
When profiles

to its

breakdown.

of combing a coding of the test

corresponding

It has come to

tend to show greater

The MMPIemployed a unique device to test
consisted

related

and

that are known in severe patterns

in less severity,

ceding more overt personality

and scoring,

variables.

not closely

the

criteria

Collections

tanned atlases,

and this

whose code types are be-

in the present

study.

of Marks and Seeman are more intricate
developed by authors

test

such as Hathaway and

for the classification

powers or the

Mini-Mult.
Since the material
knowledge or the test
ties

results,

among the case histories

that coming from test
described
tell

of the case histories
the validity

is not contaminated
derived from specific

by
generali-

appears to be more completely empirical

than

manuals where the ~aanings or the scales are usuallJ'

by someone who has depended upon his individual

what the scale means.

experience

to
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In ever greater

degrees,

empirical~ - derived ~ersonality

are coming to dominate the clinical
are replacing
code types.

nosological

field,

and many psychologists

of mental illness

with various profile

Though in agreement with many professions

classifications
that until

labels

testing

based on descriptions

a better

classification

inventories

who seek to abandon

of mental illness,

the author feels

system is developed, it would seem that an empirical

system as used in MMFIprofile

would serve to somewhat eliminate

and code type techniques

the variablility

which our present

classification

tions must exist,

and it may be that practical

and sources of error

system propagates.

As long as classifica-

necessities

will always re-

q~ire them, they should be perfonned in the most direct

and consistent

manner possible.

Neither a code type nor a descriptive

title

totally

the complexity and uniqueness of the individual

ality,

represent

but it can, if accurate,

important

in a quicker and more efficient

to the investigator
methods.

contribute

Subsequently,

can ever

orienting

person-

knowledge

manner than other

he can give more time to idiographic

and personal

aim.; •.

C.

Short Forms 2£.~

~

Holzberg and Alessi

(1949) comment that although a favorable

tude toward the MMPIis not shared by all investigators,
its

scales appear to have greater

validity

one of the most useful nonprojective
the clinical

than others,

personality

and certain
it still

of

remains

that can be used in

setting.

At the ·time these authors conducted their
sisted

tests

atti-

of .5.50items,

The 199 additional

experiment,

only J.51 of which were actually
items constituted

a reservoir

the MMFIcon-

used in scoring.

from which the authors

28
of the I•Jl.1PIplanned to construct

additional

scales for personality

Holzberg and Alessi held that the use of these additional
a drain on much needed testing

testing.

items constituted

time.

Ferguson (1946) removed the cards not used in scoring because he
fowid no marked difference
liability

data.

in results

by so doing, but he provided no re-

Gough (1946), on the other hand, stated:

"It is questionable whether or not these 199 cards should
be deleted in order to save time in administering and
scoring the test, as is sometimes done. All of the
questions contribute towards the context, or the "questionenvironment", about which the test was standardized.
The
influence of these 199 questions on subjects responses to
the 351 scored items is an unknown, but imporiant factor,
and until we know something of the effects of this interaction we have no accurate idea of the validity of the
norms when the test is shortened in this way." (p. 36)
Holzberg and Alessi's

study investigated

the MMPIto the items actually

the reliability

used in testing

of reducing

as compared to the whole

inventory.
Thirty psychiatric

admissions were divided into two groups of 15

each, and administere~ the long and short fonns of the MMPIon consecutive
days and in counterbalanced

order.

Correlations

between raw scores and

mean weighted scores on each scale were calculated
cance of differences
Correlations

as were the signifi-

between them.

between the scales

of the long and short forms ranged

from .927 to .519. These compare favorably to the reliability
(test-retest)

found in the original

coefficients

research concerning the MMrI,whioh

ranged from .470 to .BJO. The authors state:

Wh.enthe correlations

11

of

the present study are compared with those reported by the authors in their
manual, on only three scales
in the former fall

(1, 4, and 9) do the correlation

below the lowest correlation

two fall above the highest."

(p. 290)

coefficients

quoted by t.he latter

and

29
The average administration

and scoring time for the long form was

103 minutes and for the short 67 minutes.
third the time required

to administer

This represents

a saving of one-

and score the long form.

Thus, authors conclude that although the range of correlation
between the scales

~fficients

that reported

by the authors

co-

of the long and short fonus is greater
of the inventory

pare favorably with the correlation

in their

than

manual, they can-

coefficients

published

statistical

differences

for the specific

scales.
In addition,

though significant

were reported

for half the scales,

mean weighted scores for each scale revealed little

significant

clinical

differences.

the profile

results

its

clinical

This is considered important

because

as determined on the MM
PI are those which give the test

usefulness.

Since no general lowering of scale scores was noted on the short form,
no correction

statistics

were deemed necessary in using it.

Gordon W. Olson (19.54) noted that previous studies
shortening
gardless
of this

concerned with

the MMPIsought to remove the unscored or "slee::,:):"" items,
of item position

within the test.

research have generally

and short .fonns.

He concludes that the results

shown poor reliability

Als ,>, he feels

between the standard

that most MM
PI users agree that the number

of items should not be reduced because of the detriment

to future research

with this instrwnent,

and many items not scored on the orieinal

now scored for scales

recently

application

re-

developed.

He recognizes

scales are

that wholesale

of the short form would be imprudent; however, feels that a

more valid abbreviated

form should be available

when the need for such

arises.
Analysis of the scoring keys of the group form MMPIreveala that
onl,y 22 items are scored beyond Item #420.

Two of these are "K" 1tetll8

JO
and 20 are "Si" items.
Item {1420, very little

Olson reasons that if the test
information

can be lost,

is stopped at

although results

indicate

a savings of 26 per cent of the testing

time.

turbing

The problem considered in his

the original

item arrangeinent.

study is the validity

of proration

the scores obtained on the first

were drawn frcm the files
normal profiles

K and "Si".

11 11

420 items for Scales

of Hastings State Hospital.

obtained.

Each profile

K and Si".
encountered

In addition,
scores for the

score was subtracted

to the total

from the total

scores on
score and

considered to be the score ~hich would have been obtain .ad on

the result
these scales

on the short form.

From these data, a table of proration

was developed for the "Si" scale and a method of extrapolation
K" scale

11

equalled

85

was also scored for the number

items beyond 420 which contributed
The latter

of

11 11

alphabetically

were gathered and from each of these,

"Si" and "K" scales
of significant

or other methods of extrapolation

50 group form MMPIprofiles

The first

This is done without dis-

by

for the

which one point would be added to the raw "K" score when it

or exceeded 12 on the short fonn.

Clson concluded that this 420 item group fonn, which eliminated
only two "K" items and 20 "Si" items, yet saved 26 per cent of the
testing

time, was the most reliable

the MMPIat that time.

and valid abbreviated

The "K" scale correction

group form of

was found to be accurate

within one raw score point in 97 per cent of the cross-validation
and the "Si" scale correction
entire
sults

san1ple of
indicate

within five points among 97 rJer cent of the

157 hospitalized

rather

or in the configuration

clearly

and nonhospitalized

that very little

of the profiles

the use of this procedure."

group,

(p. J88)

persons.

change in absolute

"The rescore,

as a whole, will be produced by
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Gordon L. MacDonald (1952) states

that while shortened forms of the

MMPIare not recommended for general use, there appears to be no available data on the cauparison of both the individual
MMPIshortened to 356 scorable items.

and group forms of the

The purpose of his study was to

compare both forms of the !~1PI shortened to these scorable items.
The group form of the MMPIused in this
of the sixteen duplicated

study had the second entry

items crossed out, a red line drawn after

Item

365, and the "K" scale items past this point checked with a red pencil.
cards of the individual

form were paired with items on the group form so

that each form contained the same 356 items.
There was a one week interval
group taking the individual

between test and retest,

form first

with one

and the other the group form

first.
The results
scales

indicated

that the values of coefficients

of the long and short forms are such as to indicate

able validity.

The validity

T-score coefficients
comparisons.
individual

was dffected

between
a question-

by the scoring method, with

being lower than those obtained from raw score

Results showed the group form to be more valid than the
form.

Test-retest

coefficients

also indicated

questionable

reliability.
MacDonald adds that the questionable

validity

these two shortened forms needs consideration
statistical

data.

The population

does not cover the entire
a result,

the data analysis

and reliability

of

form aspects other than

used (normal high school graduates)

area of the curve of normal distribution.
is adversely

affected.

In addition,

As
normal

scores as obtained in this study cover a very wide range, and such a dispersion of scores results

in differences

arising

within the normal range

J2
which may well be significant.
the MMPIwith college

Other authors

students

that the data from his study

of such a nature as to raise

questions

of the validity

fonns used. He again adds that the popu-

and reliauility

of the shortened

lation

is in part responsible

selected

of

are not always trustworthy.

Yet, in summarizing, MacDonald feels
reveal discrepancies

have noted that studies

for these resultinJ

~iscrepancies,

as is the wide range of normal scores obtained on the various scales.
"However, for two forms of a test
leave much to be desired."

consisting

of identical

items the results

(p. Jll)

NacDonald (1952) conducted a follow-up study in which he investigated
the effects

of time interval

Nl1PI as well as the effect

the inventory.

between test

of item arrangement on the individual

He hypothesized

might have been responsible
validity

and reliability

of college

females;

stuJents

that either,

in his previously

(2) a subgroup of 24 student

(J) a group of 10 student

nurses,

form of

values obtained for

conducted study.

were used consisting
and student

of the

or both, of these factors

for the low statistical

Four groups of subjects
lation

on shortfonns

and retest

of:

(1) a mixed popu-

nurses composed of 50 males and 67
nurses fonn the latter

and (4) a control

population;

group of 25 student

nurses.
The group and individual
all

fonus of the MM?Iwere shortened

the unscored items lncluding

fonn.

Tne items on the individual

with those on the group form.
after

the sixteen

duplicated

by eliminating

items on the group

form were arranged in identical

They were arranged in this

order

same order

each scoring.
The control

being alternated

group took both test
in presentation.

fonns at one session,

the forms

The items on the individual

fonn were

JJ
rearranged

in the same order as the group form after

mixed population
between tests,

The

(N:117) and the subgroup (N:24) had a one week interval
with the items on the individual

each presentation.
single sitting

being scored.

The group of 10 subjects

with the individual

Results indicated

form being randomized for

took both test

forms at a

form items being randomized.

that though the control

group shows less discrepancy

in performance from one form to the other than did the mixed population
study, the results

MacDonald's earlier
composed of identical
at the same session

of this

comparison of two forms

items arranged in identical
leave much to be desired

in

order and administered

in a test

to be used in evaluating

personality.
Also, the comparison of the control
that the improvement in test
tically

performance of the control

group is statis-

insignificant.

MacDonald conclucles that:
on the individual
not effect

"These studies

form and the time interval

performance significantly.

study cannot be attributed

fonn being evaluated
much clinical
of its

in the present

and research

usefulness,

utility

assumptions has deterred

between test

and retest

of the earlier

(p. 410)

study.

He feels

that there would be

for an abbreviated

l·:MI
'I form.

He advances that the holding of certain

the appropriate

and thus potentially

tion is statistically

In spite

of the HMPIhad been developed

research.

The most outstanding

of these assumptions was that a longer fona would be statistically
reliable

did

the Mini-Mult (Ml1), which is the short

no valid abbreviation

to his experimentation.

show that item arrangement

The discrepancies

to these factors."

Kincannon (1968) constructed

prior

group with other groups shows

more valid than a shorter

one.

expressed in the Spearman-Brown formula.

more

This convicYet,

Kincannon points out that this

formula is based on two further

which make it inappro pria te to criticisms
of the MHPIscales.

shortening

concerning a systematized

The first

assumption is that the formula

asswnes that all items within a scale are equivalent.
to be false

by many experimenters,

including

This has been shown

Gocka and Mees (1960) and

Comrey and Marggraff (1958), who have demonstrated
quite heterogenous.

asswnptions

that the scales

are

Secondly, the formula assumes that any elimination

items would be made randomly, yet this need not be so.

An item reduction

can follow a systematized

plan, and the "MM"employs just such a plan in

using the factor-analytic

data of the Comrey (1957) studies.

Kincannon concludes:

"Since the asswnptions

Spearman-Brown formula either

abbreviated

instrument

would predict."

justifying

and consequently

would be as seriously

attenuated

formations

Comrey felt

that in view of th~ marked overlapping

0f an

as the fonnula

bein 6 u~sed on the aforementioned

of the MMFIand the apparent

items themselves.

areas where additional

items and in suggesting
Comrey adds that research

using dozens of variables

in regrouping present

items might be developed.

involved in carrying

been forestalled

out many factor

in each, when hand computing methods

However, he developed programs for carrying

by electronic

computer, thus making it possible

job of analyzing

it would

content of the

along these areas had previously

because of the tremendous efforts

must be employed.

between scales

lack of homogeneity within scales,

This knowledge would be helpful

with

Comrey data.

variance

seem advantageous to know something about the factorial

considerable

the validity

the items within each scale,

the cluster

analyses

there is

(p. )19)

The "MM"was derived by clustering

anaisses,

the use of the

are or can be rendered inapplicable,

no reason to feel that the reliability

of

out these

to undertake the

the items of the abnonnal scales

used on the

J5
MMPI. Comrey accordingly

analyzed each of the clinical

and validity

scales according to his methodology, beginning with the Hypochondriasis
scale.

He omitted the "i1f" aud "Si" scales

homogeneous in item content,

that is,

overlap with items on the other scales
his prograrruued factor -analytic

because these scales are

the items on these scales

do not

and were thus not appropriate

techniques.

of 360 cases were used for each MMPIscale analysis.

A total

were composed of 85 male hospital
82 female hospital

patients

patients

.of random psychiatric

of random psychia tric

who had sought psychological

to

diagnosis,

help but were not hospitalized

They
diagnosis,

80 subjects
at the time,

and 10) nonnals.
All the MMPIanalyses were based on the uncorrected
A centroid

factor analysis

was carried

of the MMPIHypochondriasis

phicoefficient.

out, for example, with the JJ items

(Hs) scale.

A.:ldedwere the variables

of age,

sex, and hospitalization.
It was found that the major factor
II

Factor l" of Comrey' s analysis

This factor

had substantial

which he tamed

factor

"poor physical

health".

loadings on over half the items con-

The only items with loadings

tained in the scale.
this

in the "Hs" scale is certainly

of less than .3 on

factor were 7, 13, 23, 29, 43, 63, 72, 108, 114, 125, lJO, 155, 161,

188, 273, and 274.
maining factors

Most of these items are the ones which define tl!e re-

isolated

on the

Hs11 scale.

Thus, a revised

11

and more pure

scale might be derived employing the items having a loading of

.J

on this

in this

"poor physical

population
(e.g.

health"

factor.

Thollgh items contained

also are inclllded in other factors

digestive

in the revised

difficulties,

bad eyesight,

scale would be much greater

or more

measured by the "Hs" scale
etc.),

the degree of homogeneity

than that of the original

"Hs11

J6
scale.

Therefore,

"health concern" rni 6ht be a better

than "hypochondriasis".
general factor

in view or the similarity

of the items and the tendence for intercorrelations
of "yes II responses)

or items associated

clusters

most general factor
of other factors
"digestive

and representative

In the construction

item clusters

of items selected

the factor

isolated

greater

represent

Examples

"hypo-

of

than or equal to .J
were selected

each cluster.

a nwn-

Thus, the greatest

for the "Hs" scale on the HMwould co1ne from

in the Co,nrey data called

the items scored on the greatest

scales were the ones usually

The same method of item selection

"poor physical

health".

number of clinical

and

chosen for the MM.
was applied to each clinical

scale excluding the "r~f" and "Si" scales.

items was entitled

health".

or aggregate

to the other items within the cluster)

was reduced fro1,1233 to 71 items.

pool for all scales

the broadest and

were "bad eyesight",

of the !'-lM,from each cluster

proportion

validity

and certain

and "hospitalization".

ber of items to proportionately

validity

"poor physical

those having a phi coefficient

with reference

In addition,

were identified

"lung damage", "poor bowel function",

"sinusitis",

items (i.e.,

between them (in terms

with each factor,

being, as explained,

difficulties",

chondriasis",

of so many

to be substantial.

In the "Hs" scale eight major factors
isolated

for this scale

is that souiething approaching a

The conclusion

seems ve-ry reasonable

title

As a result,

and

the item

This group or 71

the "HM".

The experiment conducted by Kincannon involved three types of comparison.

The first

consisted

of 1..hecomparison of the MMand standard MMf-·I
on

SOmale and 50 female unselected recent admissions to the psychiatric
vice or a city-county

general hospital.

Product-moment correlations

serbetween

J?
the two sets of raw scores were calculated

from the single

answer sheet,

.9J.

and ranged from .30 to

A second comparison involved 25 111ale and 2.5 female consecutive
missions to the local community mental health center.
correlations

obtained were very similar

ad-

Product-moment

to those obtained from the in-

group, ranging f rmn • 70 to • 96.

patient

The third

comparison investigated

tions as similar

as possible

the functioning

to the clinical

of the MMin condi-

ones under which it would be

Thirty male and JO female new admissions to the acute psychiatric

used.
service

of a hospital

were used as subjects.

a standard MMPIas a routine
participate
a retest

in a research

Upon entrance,

admission procedure.

project

each completed

Each was then asked to

in which he was requested

to complete

of the standard 1'1MPIancl also the MM. These three test

were completed on three consecutive
the MMand retest

alternated

sit. ,tations

days, and the sequence varied so that

between the second and third

positions

in the

the latter

for

sequence.
Considering

first

the means and standard deviations,

the HMwas smaller than for the comparable standard administration,
this

restricted

variance

to the conclusion
scales.

most marked for scales

that the MHunderestimates

No statistically

significant

"F" and "Ma". This leads

extreme elevations

differences

scaled means for each scale on the NMand standard
"F", "Ma", and "Hs".
to their
attriuuted

limited

The differences

variance,

to sampling error.

scale to .88 on the "Pt" scale,

Correlations

for these

appeared between the
fonn except for Scales

for these first

while the clifferences

with

two were attributed

on the "Hs" scale were

ranged from .45 on the "F"

with o. mean correlation

of .7.5.

JS
In addition,

the loss in reliability

would have been predicted

by the Speannan-Brown formula.

which ranged from one-fourth
comparable scales,

was less for each scale than

sufferad

to one-half

of the length of the standard

administration

of 9 per cent.

an average loss in reliability

The Spearman-Brown formula would have predicted
A crude estimate

The }IMscales,

of the ability

a 28 per cent loss.

of the MMto predict

the standard

(Sl) scale scores showed that the short form averaged only

a 14 per cent loss in correspondence,

as compared with a 28 per cent loss

based on the Spearman-Brown formula.
However, Mumpower, Silverstein,
long fonn correlations
brief

forms.

and others have argued that short-to-

underestimate

the classification

Thus, some comparison of the decisions

fonns should be made.
kind.

In the first,

profiles

were plotted

sheets

for the "Sl", the second standard

administration

for each subject

included in the third

comparability

code types determined from these administrations

rate of the

based on the two

Two attempts were made to test
K-corrected

error

comparisons of this
on standard profile
(S2), and the .MH
study.

Three-point

were then compared.

The

average loss in code type correspondence

using the MMwas 3 per cent.

This result

study,

is important

for the present

system to be used is based on a complete profile
more systematized

and intricat~

In a second analysis,
51" profile

11

and also,

lished without their
asked to rate,
terpretations

but the classification
configuration

than a simple three-point

experienced

clinicians

on an 11 point interval
of the two profiles

the mean loss in correspondence

scale,

code.

This was accomp-

pattern.

They were then

the degree to which their

would overlap.
attributable

elevation

were presented with the

with the "S2" or the MMprofile.
knowledge and is an alternate

and is much

Results

indicated

in-

that

to the use of the short form

39
would be about 14 per cent, which is consistent
estimate

found previously

Kincannon states:
available,

in the study.
"',lhen no other comparable psychometric testing

it seams likely

that the amount of error introduced

and a lack of unjerstanding

is

through the

(p. 323) He feels

use of the Mini-Hult would t,e tolerable."
treme conservatism

with the correlational

that too ex-

of the assumptions under-

lying the Spearman-Brown formula have served to suppress tbe development
of brief

clinical

techniques.

In answer to the objection

that the short

tion errors,

Kincannon notes that critics

score (e.g.,

the long form score)

in the decision

comparability

is a true 3core.

has error variance,

study showed.

Thus, all

to the short

as a retest

"Certainly,

in classifica-

have tended to assume that a test

making process is attributed

long form itself

form results

Yet, the

form.

conducted in the third

the results

would have been less encouraging had not a retest

error-variance

of this

investigation

been introduced

as a control.

(p. J2J)

Kincannon also presents

data implying that factor-a11alytic
mathematical

making nosological

For example, Shure and Rogers (1965) under-

took a study to explore the possibility
embodying item overlap,
of reassurance

the MMPIinter-scale
Three factors

and psychotic

artifact

associated

stability

of scales

may iu1pl.y the existence

were factor

To test

fdctors

this,

analyzed.

and compared to normal MMPIfactorial

proved to be highly similar

triad-tetrad

analysis

with item overlap.

common-element correlations

were extracted

Two of these factors

tlSe

such a& the HMf'I, may be a cause of concern inst oad

and the findi11gs of factor

of a methodological

that the factor

to

when

may not be the most appropriate
inferences.

techniques

methods

to the neurotic

found in four factor analysis

results .
triad

or

11
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original

scale scores

(including

more, these two factors

overlap and non-overlap

don't appear in a factor

analysis

MMPIscale scores where item overlap is eliminated.
factors

are based solely

these results
sonality

open to question

variables.

artifacts

factor
rather

studies

scales.

than reflecting

on the effect

analytic

studies

resulted

it was fol.lnd that the "Hy", "?d", "Mf", and "Pa" scales
of variance

accounted for by the three

Thus, to do a substantial
or two additional

factor

most of the clinical

perexagger-

basic personality

However, when compared with the standard

low proportion

factored,

of item over-

seems warr anted .

Gocka and Mees (1960) factor
factor

of overlap items,

may be erroneously

Thus, the need for continued research

lap on factorial

of truncated

of the reported,

stability

Further-

Since the overlap

correlations

the validity

Cross-study

ated by item-overlap
factors.

on the built-in

items).

scales

not well predicted

clinical

scales,

had an ext:L"emely
factorial

job of repl acing the clinical
scales would be necessary.

in three MM
rI

scales,

predictors.
at least

The conclusion

one

is that

have a multidimensional

corr.-:>lexity not accOLmted for completely by the three factor

scales

discovered.
Such considerations
tional

profile

variance

are particularly

important

code, such as that of Marks and Seeman, in that the error

resulting

The present

from them might be accentuated.
author (Skovron, 1969) conducted a study which compared

with the Mini-Mult with the MI1?Iin relation

to the profile

tem of Marks and Seeman. The study was particlllarly
tentions

of those such as Mumpowerand Silverstein

abbreviated
underestimate

when using a config ur a-

tests

due to the fact that short-to-long

the classification

error rates

analysis

aimed at testing
who have criticized
fonn correlations

of the shortened

forms.

syscon-
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of 100 !~1PI's was drawn from the files

A total
tal.

Each test was scored according

also according to templates

files

to 11 Marks and Seeman profile

and a category 12, which signified

of the aforementioned

11 codes.

Percentages

of the MMto predict

out to test the ability

types as compared with the standard
No significant
tained.

correlations

However, several

not as useless

clinically

The basic significance

and correlations

these Marks and Seeman code

told only a part of the story

of the study.

and percentage

factors

as bare statistics

The major correlation
indicated

weaknesses mainly resided,

of the MMwith the MM,,Iproved insignif i-

obtained

by Kincannon.

The study also indicated

and what might be do11eto correct
useless,

to be a potentially

example, it was found that the variability
of the MMwere probably responsible
misclassifications.

weaknesses when

over and above what one might expect as

the MMwas not proven to be clinically
ate future modifications,

that the MMis

of the study, then, was not derived solely

decisions

based on the correlations

(.537)

would warrant.

More important was that the short form sufferred

used to make clinical

were carried

reasons wero advanced to explain this outcome.

frum the fact that the correlations
cant.

according to one

between the MMPIand the MMwere ob-

to the meaningfulness

did approach significance,

a nonfit

con-

I-IMPI.

These reasons tended to show that statistics
in relation

was

from both the MMPIand the MM. The two pro-

were then compared in relation

figurations

to standard scoring procedures and

developed to score the MM. The result

of profi:les

graph consisting

of Dayton State Hospi-

Also, certain

Thus,

but, as based on appropri valuable

clinical

tool.

For

on scales 7 (Pt) and 8 (Sc)

for a large majority
validity

them.

of the short-form

scale configurations

indicative
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of probablemisclasai.fications
classifications
than certain

by

(mainly neurotic)
psychotic

the 1Mthan others,

and certain

could be accepted with more confidence

ones.

the present study is aimed at a revalidiation

Accordingly,

diagnotic

again using the Marks and Seeman criteria.

In addition,

of the MM,

corrective

adjust -

ments will be proposed, as based on both the 1969 data and the present
study, which will hopefully
to a significant
D. The Profile

~r
between the MMand i1?-t

raise the correlation

level.
Analyses of~~

Seeman

The procedure employed by Xarks and Seeman in the construction
atlas

employs a contingency method similar

Meehl (1959), and Meehl and Dahlstrom.
perience

available

to that of Halbower (1955),

It relies

on the researcher's

with the }~IPI, knowledge of scale reliability

knowledge of frequencies

of single and multiple

methods of profile

analysis,

of their

ex-

over time, and

scale high points.

evidence suggests

Of

that this method

is probably the most promising (Meehl and Dahlstrom 1960).
The rather

complicated procedure used by Marks and Seeman can be

swmnarized as follows:
a.

Tabulation was made of high point frequencies
MMPIprofiles
Psychiatry

for all patients

of the University

of all

at the Department of
of Kansas Medical Center

over a one-year period (N= 165 women, 8J men).
b.

Grouping of profiles
digit

c.

was made on the basis of 2 or J

high point codes, irrespective

Nine preliminary

of sex.

code types were identified

minimum requirement of 25 patients

per type.

with a

4J
d.

Inspection

of all

profiles

for "goodness or fit"

grouping was made and further
criteria

added.

specifying

profile
2-J-l"

For example, for the

in

code,

11

Scales 2, J, and 1 must be auove T-score 70, Scale 2
minus Scale 1 must be greater

than 5 T-score

points,

etc.
e.

Computation of difference
were made (e.g.,

Scales

equal one quantity

f.

scores

and other criteria

(7+8) - ::icales (1+2) mieht

for one particular

group and a different

quantity

Addit:j,.onal refinement

of specification

diagnostic

for another,

etc.)

rules

was under-

taken on the basis of "Step d" above.
g.

The testing

of the newly refined

on patient
carried

populations

on.

for the following

rules

year was

(N"'257 women, 130 men)

h.

Seven ddditional

i.

Continued revision
undertaken

specification

code types were identified.

(e.g.,

Scale 7 greater

and refinelnent

of the rules

was

for the 2 - J - 1 code type,
than Scale 8 or Scale 3 minus Scale

7 less than 5 T-score points).
j.

Testing

of the most recently

on a subsequent

2-year

refined

population

specification

was carried

rules

out (N;556

women, 270 men).
As a result

of these procedures,

which collectively
patients

encountered

and Seeman worked.

accounted

16 profile

code types were devised

for 80 per cent of the psychiatric

in the major psychiatric

setting

adult

in which Marke
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However, the authors did not stop here.
of their

system by correlating

accumulated IQ statements,
data.

Thus, a particular

mined diagnosis,

They added to the usefulness

with each particular

case history

information

and other psychometric

code type provides not only an empirically

but also were more statistically

concerning prognosis,

code type independently

average length of hospital

related
stay,

descriptive

deterdata

scores on the tests,

etc.
The }~arks and Seeman system as a whole px-ovides valuable,
determined information
Likewise,

over and above diagnostic

the cax-e with which the rules

derived provide5 a stringent
the MMPI.

test

depicting

of the validity

classification

empirically
per se.

each code type were
of the MMas compared to
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CHAPTER
I'./
PROCEDURE
EXPERL\iEi~TAL
A specially
upon request

designed set of scoring templates

from the author) were prepared to score the MM•
the

Nl\ was scored

.:>nthe same graph as the

of Dayton 3tate Mental Hospital.

obtained which contained a profile
the MMPI. (Appendix Coffers
two profiles

a graph was

based on the MM and a profile

based on

1

a specific

exaruple of this

code type classifications

process).

These

tions involving

criteria

are classifica

anywhere from 8 to 10 rules which a specific

profi.le must

if it is to fit
is evaluated

agreement

(Appendix B).

~ach or the eleven separate

More specifically,

it met.

As a result,

were then compared with each other according to their

on 11 separate

file

and profiled

form of the Mr-lPI for 100 standard MMPIforms randomly selected

from the files

fulfill

Utilizing

1

such templates,
standard

(which can be obtained

that particular

classification.

A particular

as to how many rules on each of the 11 separate

Thus, for exa.n1ple, for a particular

individual

might ineet 7 rules on code type one, 5 rules
MM, for the same individual,
l

might fulfill

test,

-

pro-

critera

the HMi'I

on code type two, etc.

The

6 rules on code type one, 3

rules on code type two, etc.
Each individual

test,

one based on the MMPIand one on the MM,were

compared with each other as related
(Appendix A).

to each of the 11 criteria

These comparisons were statistically

Pearson Product-Moment Correlation
coefficients.

Coefficient

represented

used
via the

such that one ended up with

11 separate

correlation

Each of these 11 represented

correlation

between the MHPIand the MH
1 on each of the 11 crite.l"ia utilize d.

For example, as based on the 100 cases utilized
study,

the M?'i.PIand MM might yield a ccrrelation
l

.45 on code type two, etc.

over this
of

first

the

part of the

.57 on code type one,
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As based on the results

obtained over this

first

part of the study

and those obtained by the author in his 1969 study, a correction

factor

was devised for the HM• The addition of this correction factor to the
1
111 resulted in the tool utilized
over the second half of the present
1

study and tanned the MM
2•
One hundred more MM.FIstandard

profiles

were randomly selected

from

and the MMPIand MH, compared with
2
each other according to procedures identical tq those explained for the
the files

first

of Dayton State Hospital,

part of this study.

correlation

coefficients,

As a result,

each representing

MHPIand MM on each of the 11 separate
2
The final analysis involved a test
ence between correlation

statistically

difference

the correlation

between the

criteria.
of the significance

of the differ-

of the HM and MM with the standard
2
1
criteria
utilized.
Thus, one ended up with

coefficients

'MMPIon each of the 11 separate
11 separate

one ended up with eleven additional

scores and tests

as to whether such scores were

significant.

It was anticipated

that with the addition

there would be a significantly

higher correlation

MM on each of the 11 separate
2
and MM on the same criteria.
1
Subjects

criteria

of a correction

factor,

between the MMPIand

than that obtained between ·t:.he HM1I

Two sets of 100 standard I1MPIfonns each were drawn randomly from
the files
lished

of Dayton State Hental Hospital.

This randomization was accomp-

via drawing an equal number of profiles

frOlll each file

alphabetic

designation.

containing

all names beginning with "A", 8 fran the file

etc.

For example, 8 forms were selected

as based on
from the file

containing

"B's".
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All 200 profiles
of psychiatric

were selected

patients

on the same day from a population

who had been admitted to the hospital

within the

previous years time.
Both male and female profiles

were selected,

with the ages ranging

was that each patient

had completed at least

from twenty to fifty-five.
criteria

An additional
the first

400 items of the inventory.

Dayton State Hospital
facility

receiving

neurotic,

is a residential

a wide variety

psychotic,

and character

:Jith the aforementioned
obvious that the results
range of patients.

and outpatient

of psychiatric
disorder

clientele,

SpeciGcally,

stuciy are applicable

eralize

to specifically

to a normal population,

to adolescents,

ot}er populations

certainly

etc.,

to a select

such are composed of people from 20 to
inpatient

populations,

the

in mind, it is

55 who have been admitted to a psychiatric,
the results

including

types.

sampling characteristics

of the present

treatmont

facility.

would not be justified.

offer promising research

To gen-

outpatient
However, these

potential.
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CHAPTER
V
RESU:..TS

The major statistical

treatment

Pearson Product-Moment Correlation

for the present
Coefficients

study was based on the

and corresponding

!'u·:PI's as compared with those obtained

and corresponding

MMPI' s.

cedure section
}ll\

the correlations

of this

of a correction

on each of the 11 criteria

earlier,

scores and process

the

}~1

pr0-

is the revised

2

of the ~J1 and

coefficients

1

standard MM?I forms as well

between the coefficients
u~ilized

in

factor.

the correlation

the }!}12respect'Lvely with their

listed

were expldined in the experimental

The following table depicts

ca nee of the difference

The particular

As explained

paper.

following the addition

1

1
between 100 Mr·i
2 s

The eleven }:arks and Seeman categories

Appendix A were used as the criteria.
used to calculate

between 100 MM's

obtained

as the signifi-

of these two shol't forms

(Appendix A).

TABLE1
Pearson Product-Moment Correlation Coefficients
or the !'1!·1 and MM
With Their Respectiv~ Standa~d MM?I Forms
Code Type
1

...,

...
3
4

5

6
?
8
)

r1 of til{!
With MMP
• 7131

.5520

•.5456
.6167
.27C7
.)264

.J28J

•462;
• 5.59:3

lJ

.5263

11

.60Lq

r 2 of M!
·'li
~Jith 11HP

Significance
of Difference Between
r 1 and r 2 in Terms of Z-Scores

0.59
0.24
1.64
l.23
2.48 +

.7523
.5743

.6336

• 7129

.5636

'JJ/;

.4035
.6?.56
.6l i,J
•.5J7·~
.0196

· 67~,2

..

'7
' 6.
l.4(i

,
'J

1-j'

~~

1 I

1_

0.94
~).

+=p (05

·;,

++=p 4..01
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Tables 2 and J present
presented

in Table 1.

the means and standard

The means refer

short form and long form fulfilled
types (Appendix A).
fulfilled

by

Ml\ was

J.66.

deviation

tor the data

to the average number of rules

on each of tila eleven criteria

the

cod&

For example, on Code Type 1, the mean number of rules

the MM?! was J.49.
In addition,

The mean number of rules

the standard deviations

fulfilled

by the

for the 1'Il'1
?I and Ml\ on

Code Type l were 2.19 and 2.02 respectively.
TABLE~ (N=lOO)
Means and Standard Deviations
of 11MPI and MM
As Related to the Average Number orlcriteria
Rules Fulfilled
x for
Code Type
1

2
3

4
5

6
'7
I

e
9

10
11

MHPI

J.49

5.26
4.27
4.JO
2.71
4.J6

x for
MMl

Standard Deviation
for MM
PI

Standard Deviation
for MH
1

J.66
4.70
4.lJ
J.56

2.19
1.J2

1.68
1.28
1.15

2.02
1.56
1.47
1.57
1.84
1.21
1.06
1.41
l.J8
1.15
1.27

= 1.53

-x = 1.45

1.63
1.67
1.79
1.25
1.02

2.65

4.53
J.85

4.lJ
3.74
3.38

J.09
2.J4
1.70

1.94
2.00

1.8 J.

2.59

x
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.I!.fil&J. (N=lOO)
Heans and Standard Deviations
of MMPI and MHz
As Related to the Average Number of Criteria

Code Type

x for
HMPI

x for

J.41
5.24
4.57
4.59
2.87
4.46
4.53

J.JJ
4.85
4.21
4.26
2.89
4.22

1
2

3
4

5

6
7

8
9
10

MM2

Standard Deviation
for MM
2

1.89
1.28
1.68
1.68
1.79
1.05
1.12
1.68
1.69
1 •.54
1.29

J.7)
2.95
2.10
l.94

1.70

11

Standard Deviation
for MMPI

4.0J

J.78
J.Jl
2 • .35

Rules Fulfilled

x

1.72
1.40
1.60
1.70
1.60
1.14
l.Jl
1.65
1.67
1.4)
1.39

= 1.46

= 1.51

x

Tables 4 and 5 present

percentage matching data for the MM and MM
2
1
corresponding HMPI's. The mc1tching rafers to the

re:c:pectlvely with their
number and percentage

of times the short and long forms yielded

like code

type classifications.
A particular

profile

was depicted as fitting

Seeman code type if it violated
each particular
file

violating

a particular

no more than one rule as enwnerated for

code type in the atlas

of these authors.

two or more rules was designated

a

nonf1t

11

A particular
11

•

Thus, a long and short fonn could match each other by neither
corresponding
such conditions
justification
research

Marks and

(Category 12)
of them

to one of the other 11 Marks and Seeman code types.
they would both be placed in Category 12 (nonfit).
for allowing the relaxation

pro -

Under
The

of one rule is based on the

of Payne and •,;iggins who found that such a procedure did not

51
appreciably

decrease

allowed a larger

the validity

percentage

of the profile

of µatients

classification,

to be classified

yet

within the Marks

and Seeman system.

The Frequencies of 12 Code-Types on the MM
PI and MM
1 and
the )luinber 0 r T iinos
the :ii\ Pre ,H~t P.l :·.he t-rt·iP
I Coie Type
Code-T-vpe
Category

F'reqt1ency on

1

6
7

2

3
4
5

~

7
8
9
10
11
12
--~~~---~S~UM~~-

Frequency on

MMPI

Hatches

5
9

2

3
4

0
1

l

5

10
9

6
)

Jl
2

4

J
11
8
2
4
..11
100

Percentage or correct

I·~!

O
4

0

1
3
6

0
l

c:z
100
predictions

~')

made by the MM:
1

J

4
28
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TABLE
.2
The Frequencie.s or 12 Code Types on the MMPIand HH,.,1.nd
the Number or Times
the MM.,
Predicted
the MMPICoda-Type
.....

~~~~~----~----~~------~----------~~
~~--------Code-T.vpe
Cate£or.v
1
2

Frequ&ncy on
MMPI

P'requency
?~M,.,

5

c.

J

7

8

6
7

5

6
11
9
2
3

9
7
3

3

10

9
LO

J

4

ll
12

SUM
Percentage

aatches

J
5

5

J
5
3
l

2
10

2

j

6

4

I}

4
J

6
29
100
of correct

predictions

7
'6
00
made by MM:
2

5

5
2

.52
Percentage matching figures were also calculated
with the MMrIas baaed on an alternate
rules

classification

for the MM and MM
l
2
system, Henrichs'

(1964). This system yields a fourfold classification

neurotic,

character

disorder,

or psychotic,

and indeterminate.
TABLE 2

The Frequencies of Four Diagnostic Classifications
(Henrichs' Rules)
On the MMPIand MM
1
And the Number of Times the
MM
1 Predicted the MMPIClassification
Frequency on

MM.PI

Classification
Ps:vchotio
Neurotic
Indeterminate
Personality Disorder
S

13

MMl

Matches

5

J

12

6

J
4

6
.5

.5

4
28

Percentage of correct

Frequency on

predictions

2

28
made by the MM:
l

12

J

TABLE1
The Frequencies of Four Diagnostic Classifications
On the MMPIand MM
(Henrichs' Rules)
2
And the Number of Times the
MM
2 Predicted the MMPIClassification
Frequency on

MMPI

Classification
Psychotic
Neurotic
Indeterminate
Personality Disorder
SUM

10
7
6

Matches

9

6
.5

9

4

6
4

.5
28

Percentage of correct

Frequency on
MM2

predictions

2

28

made by the MM:
2

17

61%
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CH.APTER
VI

DISCUSSION
The overall

conclusion to be drawn from the results

of the present

ex-

periment is that the MM cannot be confidently used as a replacement for
2
the MMPIwhen employing the Marks and Seeman scoring system. As Table 1
reveals,

in only two of eleven cases (Code Types

in the correlation

between the MM~
and the MMPIas compared to that between
I.

the MM and the MMPIreach a level of statistical
1

expect such results

5 and 7) did the increase
significance.

One could

by chance alone.

factor proposed for the MM did not
2
improve it to the point of justifying its generalized use, results did
However, though the correction

suggest that the present research is on the right track.
Table 1 shows that in ten of eleven cases, the correlation

obtained by

the .MM with the MMPIincreased in the positive direction as compared to
2
that obtained between the MM and MMPI. Again, although only two of these
1

increases

were of a great enough magnitude to reach statistical

cance, it would appear that the present correction

signifi-

factor is an improvement

and deserving of future research and elaboration.
Additional evidence in the form of percentage matching results
(Tables 4,

5, 6, and 7) also indicates

classification
the

1·11\.

Table

as the MMPIin a greater
4

reveals that with the

that the MM is yielding
2

the same

percentage of the cases than did
MM , the

1

yielded the same Marks and Seeman code tJpes

short form and the

MMf'I

50 per cent of the time.

Table 5 shows that the MM and MMPIyielded like classifications

2

65 per

cent of the time.
Likewise, in relation

to Henrichs'

rules and as depicted in Tables

6 and 7, the MM
1 and MMPIyielded like classifications

4J per cent of the

time while the MM and MMPIobtained a percentage matching figure of
2
61 per cent.
Another important factor to be gathered fran Tables 4 and 5 is in
relation
ticular

to category 12 classifications.
MMor MMPIprofile

As mentioned earlier,

was given a Category 12 classification

failed to meet enough rules on any of the designated criteria
(Appendix A) to receive a particular
caso, the profile

a par-

code type classification.

when it

categories
In such a

was called a "nonfit".

In 52 of 100 cases, the MM failed to yield any classification
which
1
corresponded to one or the ll designated Marks and Seeman categories.
The
MM resulted in only J6 nonfit classifications.
In the experiment er's 1969
2
study, the MM yielded 65 nonfit classifications.
The critical point to be
1
deciphered from such data is that the MM is more often yielding classifica 2
tions, diagnoses, etc., which are realistically
found in clinical populatio ns.
Thus, it would seem that the present correction
positive

direction

toward enhancing the clinical

factor is a step in the
utility

or the short test

Tables 2 and 3 are also somewhat encouraging when looking at the mean
standard deviation

figures obtained with the MM and MM
2 • The mean stand ard
1
deviation of 100 ~I's
as depicted in Table 2 was 1.53 while for the 100
MM1 s it was 1.45. In other words, the range of rules met by the M1'1PI
was
1
was greater than those met by the MM•
1
In contrast, Table J indicates that the range of rules set by the MM
2
(standard deviation= 1.51) was greater than that met by the 100 MMPI's of
Table 3 (standard deviation=
Such results
the MM pertaining
1

1.46).

can be related

to a criticism

to its restricted

Kincannon (1968) made of

range on several of the clinical
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scales.

That is, the variability

of the MM was or such a restricted
1
nature on several soales that it was not yielding certain extreme elevation~ v,hich the MMPIwas yielding.
of Table J suggest that the present correction

The results

step in the positive
ability

direction

as related

to increasing

factor is a

the range and vari-

of the short form.

Likewise, Tables 2 and J indicate

that in 9 of 11 cases (with only Code

Types J and 6 being exceptions)

the MMPIand MM differed less from each
2
to the mean number of rules they fulfilled
on a particular

other as related

code type (Appendix A) than did the MMPIand MM• In other words, the MM?I
1
and MM compared more highly with each other than did the MMPIand MM, on
2
1
9 of 11 crite:·ia categories.
As based on the experimenter's
over the first

previous study and the results

half of the present study, it was felt

obtained

that the MM was
1

weakest in the area of adequately matching the long form on several of the
psychotic scales and particularly

the "Sc" scale.

For example, on Henric hs'

rules,

the MM predicted more neurotic than psychotic classifications
while
1
the MMPIdid the opposite.
Likewise, Table l indicated that the MM obta in ed
1

lower correlations

with the MMPIon code types such as

Code Types 1, 2, 3, 4, and 11.
classifications
the introduction

while the latter

represent

neurotic

basically
ones.

In factor analyzing the "Sc" scale,

plains that since the electronic
did not pennit the analysis

psychotic

As explai:fled i n

section of the present study, the construction

based on the Comrey data.

possible

The former represent

5, 6, 7 and 9 than on

of the MMwas
Comrey ex-

canputer programs developed for his study

ot matrices exceeding 6J variables,

it was not

in factor analyzing the "Sc" scale to include all 78 items on th e

MMPI11Sc 11 scale.

Thus, some items overlapping with several other scales

were removed and the analysis

was based on .58remaining "Sc" scale items.

Twelve factors were extracted
had a phi coefficient

and a~er

or .30 or higher.

the firth

Thus, these 12 factors

on only 65 per cent of the total MMPI"Sc" scale.
in size

from only two to ten itans.

factor,

The factors

only one
were based
also ranged

Thus, it seems unlikely that one could

predict whatever is measured by the "Sc" sc0le of the MMPIby this limited
set of factorially

pure indicators.

Subsequently, the "Sc" scale of the MM has too few items for optimum
1

accuracy.
further

Comreynoted this,

and added that it would perhaps serve until

analysis and item development provided a better exploration

particular

area of personality

involved.

consequences of using such a scale,
other scales to make practical,
observed in the experimenter's
tended to significantly

of the

Yet, one can see the important

especially

clinical

when applied in relation

classifications.

to

As einpirically

two studies

underestimate

The following set or three tables
discrepancy occurring between certain
MMPI(Scales "Sc", "Pt" and "Ma").

using the MM, the "Sc" scale
1
11
11
the Sc scale of the MMPI.
present data as to the marked
psychotic scales on the MM and th e
1
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TABLE.Q.
Differences Between the "Sc" Scales
In Tenns of T-s~ores
28 MMPI's and MM'a
Failing to Match Each Other
On Any of the Eleven Criteri,1 Categories
MMPI
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Indi viduB.l
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Indi rldual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual

1
2
J
4

.5
6

7

8

9
10
11
12
lJ

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

24
Individual 25
Individual 26
Individual 27
Individual

28

x = 79.7
MMPI

l·lM

1

Individual
Individual
Indirldual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
IndividuRl
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual

99
89
90
81
66
88
5.5
94
59
90
87
80
65

ao
.,"c;
~

74
71
100
91
88
90
100
62
71
31

72
8.5
69

t

= 6.1

<:01

l

58

2
J

69
52
55

4

5
6

58

48

41

7
8

56

9
10
11
12

49
72
69
69
40

lJ

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

73

41
49
61

55

71

55
58
68

22

23

44

24

55

25
26
27

70

48

5.5
63

28

x= 57.2
MM

TABLE
.2
Differences Between "Ma" Scales
in Tenns of T-scores
for the
28 Cases Used in Table 8

MMPI
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
IndiVidual
Indi vidllal
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Indi vidual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual

1
2
3

MMl

61

9

50
75
66
75
55
50
60

10

84

11
12

69

4
5
6
7
8

13
14
15
16
17
L'3
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Indivi dual
Indi vidu.al
Individllal

84

75

74

.58
70
70
70
50

1
2

61

3
4

48

5

6
7
8
9

10
11
12

13
14

15
16

17

I nd i vid tl<l.l 13

Individllal
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual

105

60

75

66
63
65
62
61
79
95

t

= 2.9

25
26

?7

28

xMM
= 60.5

i = 69.1
MMPI

19
20
21
22
23
24

(.01

78

59

60
60

53

4J

50
74
62
68

68

59
55
6J

60
53
84

55

54

68
48

60
61
58
59
70

.59

Differences Between "Pt" Scales
in Terms :f T-scores
for the
28 Cases Used in Table 8

MMPI
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual

1
2
3
4
.5

6

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
1.5
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
2.5
26
27
28

MMl
81

Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual

94

74
71
81
.53
6.5
69
64
.56
64
66
.51
72
.51
67
.56
89
80
74
70
88
.51
75
74
79
80
.53

xMMPI
= 69.6
t

= J.04

l
2
3
4
.5
6
7
8

71
69

54

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
2.5
26
27
28

.5.5
74
4.5
6.5
60
64
5.5
6.5

66

50
71
35
.56

48

71
60

54

48

90
48

63
55
63
71
47

xMM
= .59.7
~01
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The important factor to be derived from such data is that on a selection of 28 MMPI's and MM1 s, which differed from each other by at least 8
1
t-scores on the "So" scale, and which failed to match each other on any or
the designated Marks and Seeman categories,
significant

difference

there existed a statistically

between them on the "Sc 11,

Each of these scales is particularly

relevant

Pt 11, and

11

as related

"Ma"scales.

to certain

psychotic

diagnoses, and the fact that they often tend to be suppressed in unison on
classificatory
inadequacies.
the MM is likely related to the latter's
1
Further, such results lead one to suspect that the addition of a correction
factor to these scales,

as related to other ah.aracteristics

in general, might improve the validity
vestigation

of the MM. It is toward the in-

of these other characteristics

The 11F11 scale elevations
viously presented tables
within 8 t-scores
which successfully

of the profile

of the 28 MMprofiles

(each of which failed

or more) were calculated
predicted the

of the profile

that we now turn .

~ployed in the pre-

to predict

the

and compared with 28 MMprofiles

Sc 11 scale (within 8 t-scores.)

11

following table contains this data.

Sc" scale

11

The
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TABLEll
1 s Failing
F-Scale T-Scores for MM
to Predict the "Sc" Scale
of the MMPIand Those Successful in Predicting "Sc"
Scale or MMPI

SUCCESSES

FAILURES
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual

l
2
J
4
.5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
lJ
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
2J
24
2.5
26
27
28

6.5
99
.59
60

54

76
66
75

59

6.5
77
80
.59
69

65
65

65
7.5
80
91
6.5
6.5

.58

7.5
69
69
6.5
.59

Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual

1
2
J
4

5

6
7
8

9
10
11
12
13
14
1.5
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
2J
24
25
26
27
28

x= 68.8

x= .5.5.8

o- = 10.1

(),=
t

= 2 •.5.5

{10,)

.0.5

8.6

6J
47
50
.57
.57

.58
6J

51

.52
.53
67
6J

75

48

47
66

49

60
62
.5.5
66
70
47
47
.50
44
40

61
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Results,

though just barely failing

cance, suggest the elevation

to reach statistical

signifi-

of the F-scale to be a discriminating

factor as related

to those MM1 s successfully predicting psychotic scales
1
as opposed to those failing to do so. The evidence is supported if one
includes the data from the pilot
previous investigation
for 15 MM's failing

(Skovron, 1969).

failing

The mean F-score for those 15 MM's suc-

the "Sc" scale was 57.7 (as compared to 55.8 for the

predicting

The difference

present study).

At that time, the mean F-score

the "Sc" scale was 73.5 (as compared to

to predict

68.8 for the present study).
cessfully

study conducted during the experimenter's

1s
between the means of F-scores for MM

and those succeeding 1n predicting

studies was 15.8 and lJ.O t-scores
differences

the "Sc" scale for the two

respectively.

Such consistently

point to th ,, F-scal 1.;as being a discriminative

marked

indicator

of

whether the MM is or is not yielding a more representative
classification.
1
A second discriminative factor concerns itself with the overall shape
of the validity

scales as such.

1 s failing
those MM

to predict

In the present study, 82 per cent of

the MMPIpsychotic scales had their

scales in the shape of an inverted
yielding

like results

"V" (this

only 14 per cent of those MM's successful
scales had their validity

compares with 100 per cent
previous study).

in the experimenter's

in predicting

like results

Contrastingly,

the NMPIpsychotic

scales in the form of an inverted

compares with 25 per cent yielding

validit y

"V" (this

in the experimenter's

previous study).
Thus, the overall shape of the validity
the t-score

elevation

of the F-scale,

betwean those ~IM1 s predicting
1
those not doing so.

scales,

in oomb1nat1on with

seem to be two factors d1scr1Jn1nating

the MMPIpsychotic scales as opposed to
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The third,

and final

factor having discriminative

significance

in

determining more representative

MM profiles is the elevation of the K1
scale on the MM• It would seem that certain minicnal values on the K-

1

scale,

when viewed in combination with the two discriminative

thus far referred
dicting

to, are indicative

psychotic scales eorrectly

of a MMprofile

factors

which is not pre-

and is thus in need or a correction

factor.
The following table presents K-scale data from those 28 MM's success fully predicting

the "Sc" scale as opposed to those failing

to do so.
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TAB
LE 12
K-Scale T-Scores for MM's Failing to Predict the "Sc" Scale
of the MMPIand Those Successful in Predicting
the 11Sc 11 of the MMPI
SUCCESSES

FAILURES
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual

42

1
2
3
4

Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual

49

50

45
46

5
6
7
8

44

45

50

9
10
11
12
13
14

15

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

43
40
44

50
52
41

45
47
46
47
43

49

50

40

43
46
48
48

46
45

x = 45.8
o-=

3.17

indicate

counterparts.

in the experimenter's

5
6

56
53
54

64

7

8

60

9

61
64

10
11
12
13
14

59
58
68
50
51
58
61

15
16
17
18

62
63

19

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

o-=

59

57

57

60

54

64
63

59
60

The results

4.48

401

a significant

values of those MM's successfully
their

56
59
69

x = 59.6
t = 13.02

These figures

1
2
J
4

difference

predicting

between the K-scale

the "Sc" scale as opposed to

are also in agreement with those obtained

previous study, where the mean K-value tor success -

ful MM's was 59.1, while for unsucce~sful

ones it was 45.7.
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In light of the information presented thus far, the experimenter proposed the addition

factor to the Scales "Pt", "Ma", and

of a correction

"Sc" as based on the following conditions:
1.

The shape of the validity

scales being in the fonn or an

"V".

inverted
2.

The value of the F-scale being 65 t-scores

or above.

J.

The value or the K-scale being 50 t-scores

or less.

Under such conditions,
estimating

one could conjecture

that the MM is under1

the "Sc", "Pt", and "Ma" scales of the long form by values of

20, 10, and 9 t-scores

~espectivel.y.

would add these t-scores
on the profiles

Thus, the correction

values to the "Sc", "Pt", and "Ma" scales as based

concordance with the three conditions

The specific

depicted in Tables 8 through 12.

20 t-scores.

the

sc 11 scale.

previous study and that
that the

the "Sc" scale of the MMPIby a mean of approximately

for a certain

11

scales were

For example, Table 8 indicates

Thus, when the three criteria

were fulfilled

proposed above.

numerical values to be added to certain

derived from data gathered over the experimenter's

11?\ underestimated

factor proposed

profile,

conditions

previously mentioned

a value of 20 t-scores

was added to

The other numerical values added followed a similar

rationale.
The results
be validly

of the present study certainly

substituted

do indicate

utilized

is a step in the right dlI'ection

search.

More specifically,

validity

scales

2

that the correction

factor

and deserving of continued re-

it does appear that the MM
is weakest in the
1
Pt 11, "Ma", and "Sc".

11

scale configurations

cepted more confidently

that the MM cannot

for the 1:1?'.PI.

However, the same results

area of predicting

indicate

the results

than under others.

Likewise, under certain

of the short form can be ac-
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Thus, the present correction
and elaboration

factor

as opposed to their

area of research in the direction

data are in need of refinement

being discarded.

This is a prime

of improving the usefulness

of the

short form of the MMPI.
There are other areas which also deserve investigation
gennane to improving the 11ini-Mult.

The first

of these is the construc-

tion of measures for the Mini-Mult representing

the standard "Mf" and "Si"

scales of the MMPI. The absence of these two indices
variability

of practical

clinical

and which are

greatly

reduces the

which the MMcan make, as

decisions

evidenced by the fact that the present study could employ only 11 of 16
Marks and Seeman code types.

This involves nearly a one-third

in classification

power, and is,

number of nonfits

as well as the reduced correlations

assumption is that the ability

responsible

for the large

obtained.

The

to make a wider range of classifications,
clinical

usefulness

of the MMby making

to wider range of clinical

problems.

By

one will increase
it applicable

in large part,

reduction

the practical

code types which use the "Mf" and "Si" scales,
examined had to be cut out of the present
form might match on all scale rules,

at least

study.

leaving out the

75 MMPIprofiles

A certain

long and short

but because the particular

involved used two or more rules of the "Mf" or "Si" variety,

code type
the profile

had to be discarded.

It is probable that within these 75 profiles,

would have correlated

highly with the MM,thus perhaps increasing

correlational

the

figures.

Another factor which must be examined when evaluating
results

many

of any study involving a nosological

nature as Marks and Seeman, is the reliability

criteria,

the statistical

even of the empirical

of the criterion

itself.

In
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other words, the source of error cannot be blamed entirely
form itself.

A study should be conducted to test whether the long form,

when matched against

itself,

type or another variety
would expect a better

gives the same type of Marks and Seeman code

of classification.

Though on rational

correlation.

is that sources of error reside in any classification
the MMPIitself.

To base the usefulness

though Marks and Seenian classifications

than its criterion,

criteria

and as an attempt to

of the MM,it should be employed in studies

fact or utilized

1 s classificatory
~he MM

in the present

conjectures

systems (e.g.,

to both criteria

would also generalize

Meehl and Dahlstrom, 1960).

are in need of empirical validation.

can the correction

factor

based on the several criticisms

The

used, and it
to other classifi However, such

refined and generalizabl e.

of Comrey's factor analytic

of factor analysis

ture review section of this study.

rules.

Only via such validation

data become consistently

A final factor is a reconsideration

using

experiment somewhat improved

power in relation

would be expected that such results
classification

stabl e

need continued research.

other than those of Marks and Seeman and Henrichs'

correction

and

are probably as empirically

As an extension or research along these lines,
extend the usefulness

system as well as in

other important sources of

A measurement technique can be no better

they still

The point

of the MMsolely on its ability

to match the MMPIis to leave questionable

as any that exist,

groW1ds one

showing than obtained on the MM,the fact remains

that one would most probably not obtain a perfect

error.

on the short

data

mentioned in the litera-

Is this method th& most appropriate

for a test such as the MMPI? Should, perhaps, the MMbe based on differ ent considerations
experimental,

and employ different

items?

is badly needed in this area.

Research, empirical and
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The considerable

o.1i.ountof nonfits

obtained in this study (by both

the MN, MM
attests to the limitations
of any classi2 , and XMPIitself)
1
fication system, Marks and Seeman included.
Each system continually must
add more empirically

determined code types or categories.

is reached based on ideas similar
of this study.

to those commented upon in the beginning

No code type system, nosology,

can ever encompass the variability
the individual.

such as a test,

of his never-ending

that to continue exploring
effort

skills

method at all,

must meet
and beliefs.

one must utilize

saving devices which the nomotheticist

Thus, the present study contributes
on the realization

peculiar

by

must be used idiographicall.y.

to employ the idiographic

the time and effort

exhibited

and nomotheticist

at a midpoint and share with each other their

And alternately,

or group of classifications

of behavior and thinking

In the end, the idiographist

A nomothetic instrument,

Yet, a conclusion

to a global picture

proposes.
of man based

uniqueness coupled with the notion

this uniqueness,

one must use one's time and

selectively.

The MM, as it presently stands, cannot be validly used as a substi 2
tute for the MMPI. However, it is an improvement over the MM and de1
serving of future modifications along similar lines.
With such modifica tions,

it does appear that this short form of the MMPIcan become a use -

ful idiographic

tool.
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CHAPTERVII

SUMMARY
A short form of the MMPI(Mini-Mult) was constructed
in 1967 consisting
mean interscale

of 71 items.

Though investigations

(e.g.,

from which practical

Mumpower,Silverstein,

the fact that short-to-long

to predict
decisions

et. al.)

clinical

criticized

aforementioned
to be largely
significant

correlation

abbreviated

tests

due to

the classifica-

forms.
the NM with the Marks and
1

in an attempt to test

authors in reference
justified,

Several authors

underestimated

Skovron (1969) performed a study utilizing
as criteria,

investi-

classifications

emanate.

form correlations

tion error rate of the shortened

Seeman categories

revealed that its

with the MMPIwas .75, no adequate

correlation

gation was performed on its ability
or categories

by Kincannon

of the

to the MM. He found such criticisms

as the MMfailed

to attain

with the MMPIas related

catory system from which clinical

the criticisms

decisions

a statistically

to a practical

classifi-

emanate (Marks and Seeman

categories).
However, Skovron did feel that with certain
form of a correction

factor,

modifications

the MMcould function as an adequate re-

placement for the MMPIwhen conditions
The purpose of the present

required a short form.

study was to reevaluate

(MM) and to hopefully devise and add to it a correction
1
would improve its validity and usefulness.
A total

factor which

of Dayton

Each test was scored according to standard scoring

procedures and also according to templates
The result

the Mini-Mult

of 100 MMPI's were randomly drawn from the files

State Mental Hospital.

in the

was a graph consisting

developed to score the r~1.

of profiles

l

from both the MM,'! and the

MMl. Each long and short MMPIform was compared with each other ae re-
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lated to eleven Marks and Seeman code type classifications
That is,

a particular

long and short

on each of the eleven separate
lation

coefficients

The correlations
separate

form were compared with each other

criteria.

were calculated

(Appendix A).

Pearson product-moment corre-

as well as percentage matching tables.

were between the MM and the MMPItor each of the eleven
l

criteria.

As based on the results

obtained over the first

and those obtained by the experimenter

half of this

in his previous

tion factor was devised and added to the MM•
1
labeled the MM
2•

study

study, a correc -

The revised MM was then
1

A test of the usefulness
repetition
That is,

of the MM was then carried out via a
2
of the methodology used over the first half of the study.

100 more test

like statistical

manipulations

Results indicated
correlation

profiles

were selected

f r om the same source and

and comparisons applied to them.

that for only two of the eleven criteria

did the

coefficient

of the MM with the MM
PI improve significantly
2
uver that obtained between the MM and MMPI. Such results could be ex1

pected to occur by chance alone.
The conclusion drawn was that the MM could not be validly
2
stituted for the MMPI.
However, in ten of the eleven criteria

eases,

sub-

the correlations

ob-

tained between the MM the MMPIwere higher than those obtained between
2
the MM and MMPI. Likewise, percentage matching tables and data deciphered
l

·from means and standard deviations
better

that the MM was doing a
2
job of matching the MMPIon the eleven criteria
utilized than was

the MM
1•

did indicate
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Thus, although the MM as it presently stands cannot be used in
2
place of the MMPI, the correction factor proposed would seem to be a
step in the right direction

and deserving or future research.

Several other areas of research were also proposed as related

to

improving the MM
2 • The two most promising are the construction of representative "Mf" and 11Si" scales for the m-t,
...in relation to alternate
classification

systems.
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APPENDIX!
~~1

2-7

1. Scale 2 and Scale 7 above 70 t-scores
2.

Scale 2 greater

than Scale 7

3. Scale 2 minus Scale 8 greater than 15 t-scores
4.

Scale 7 greater

than Scales land

3

5. Scale 7 minus Scale 4 greater than 10 t-scores
6. Scale '/ minus Scale 6 greater than 10 t - scores

7. Scale 7 minus Scale 8 greater than 10 t-scores
8.

Scale 9 less than 60 t-scores

9. Scales L, F, and Kless

than 70 t-scores

l.

Scales 2, 4, and 7 greater

2.

Scale

than 70 t-scores

2 minus Scale 4 less than 15 t-scores

3. Scale 2 minus Scale 7 less than 10 t-scores
4.

Scale 7 greater

than Scales 1 and 3

5. Scale 7 minus Scale 4 less than 10 t-scores
6. Scale 7 minus Scale 8 greater than 5 t-scores

7. Scale 8 greater than Scale 9
8.

Scale 9 greater

than 40 t-scores

9. Scales Land Kless
than 60 t-scores

than 70 t-scores,

Scale F less

17
~~J

2-7-8
than 70 t-scores

1.

Scales 2, 7 and 8 greater

2.

Scales 2 minus 1 greater

J.

Scale 2 minus Scale 8 less than 15 t-scores

4.

Scale 7 minus Scale 4 greater

than 15 t-scores

than 10 t-scores

5. Scale 7 minus Scale 6 greater than 10 t-scores
6. Scale 7 greater than Scale 8 (or Scale 8 minus 7 less
than 5 t-scores)
7. Scales 7 and 8 greater than Scales 1 and 3
8.

Scale 9 less than 70 t-scores

9. Scale O greater than 70 t-scores
10.

Scales Land Kless
80 t-scores

than 70 t-scores;

Scale F less than

1.

Scales 2 and 8 greater

than 70 t-scores

2.

Scale 2 minus Scale 8 less than 15 t-scores

J.

Scale 7 greater

than Scales 4 and 6

4. Scale 8 greater than Scales 1 and 3

5. Scale 8 minus Scale 7 greater than 5 t-scores
6. Scale 9 less than 70 t-scores
7. Scale O greater than Scale 9
8.

Scales Land Kless

than Scale F

l.

Scales 4 and 6 greater

2.

Scale 4 minus 2 greater

J.

Scales 4 and/or 6 minus Scale 5 greater
25 t-scores

4.

Scales 4 and 6 greater

than 70 t-scores
than 15 t-scores
than

than 8

5. Scales 6-2 gI'eater than 10 t-scores
6. Scale 8 greater than Scales 7 and 9
7.

Scale 9 less than 70 t-scores

8.

Scales L, F, and Kless

than 70 t-scores

Code l'l:E.!Q

4-6-2
1.

Scales 4, 6, and 2 greater

2.

Scale 4 minus Scale 2 less than 15 t-scores

J.

Scales 4 and 6 greater

4.

Scale 4 greater than Scale 7 (or Scales 7-4 less
than 5 t-scores)

than 70 t-scores

than Scale 8

5. Scales 6 minus 2 less than tent-scores
6. Scale 7 greater than Scale 8 (or Scales 8 minus 7
less than 5 t-scores)
7.

Scale 9 less than 70 t-scores

8.

Scales Land Kless
80 t-scores

than Scale F, Scale F less than

79
Code Ize.! 1
4-8-2

1.

Scales 4, 8, and 2 greater

than 70 t-scores

2.

Scales 4 minus Scale 2 less than 15 t-scores

J.

Scale 4 greater than Scale 7 (or Scales 7 minus 4
less than 5 t-scores)

4.

Scales 8 minus 2 less than 15 t-scores

5. Scales 8 minus 7 greater than 5 t-scores
6. Scales 8 minus 9 greater than 10 t-scores

7. Scales 9 less than 70 t-scores
than F, Scale F less than

8.

Scales Land Kless
80 t-scores

1.

Scales 4 and 9 greater

2.

Scale 4 greater

J.

Scale 4 greater than Scale 9 (or Scale 9 minus
Scale 4 less than 5 t-scores)

4.

Scale 6 less than Scale 8

5. Scales

than 70 t-scores

than Scale 8

9 minus 8 greater

than 5 t-scores

6. Scales 2 and 7 less than 70 t-scores

7. Scale O less than 60 t-scores
8.

Scale F greater
70 t-scores

than Scales Land K, Scale F less than

80

1.

Scales 1, 8, 6, 4 and 2 greater
t-scores

2.

Scales 1 and J less than Scales 2, 6, 7 and 8

J.

Scales 2 minus 1 greater

4.

Scale 6 minus Scale 5 greater

than 70

than 10 t-scores
than 25 t-scores

5. Scale 6 greater than Scale 7
6. Scale 8 minus Scale 7 greater than 10 t-scores
7. Scale 8 minus Scale 9 greater than 10 t-scores
8.

Scale F greater than Scales Land K, Scales Land
Kless than 60 t-scores

1.

Scales 9 and 6 greater

2.

Scales 1, 2 and 3 less than 70 t-scores

J.

Scales 6 greater than Scale 4 (or Scales 4-6
less than 5 t-scores)

4.

Scales 9 minus 2 greater

than 70 t-scores

than 15 t-scores

5. Scales 9 minus 4 greater than 5 t-scores
6.

Scales 9 minus 8 greater

7.

Scale O less than 70 t-scores

8.

Scales Land Kless than 70 t-scores,
less than 80 t-scores

than 10 t-scores

Scale F

81

~~ll
Normal K+
l.

Psychiatric

2.

All clinical

J. 6

inpatients

scale scores less than 70 t-scores

or mo~ clinical
t-scores

4.

only

scale scores less than 60

Scales Land K greater

than Scale F

5. Scale K minus Scale F greater than 5 t-acores
6.

Scale F less than 60 t-scores
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